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Preface 

This manual is intended to be used in conjunction with 
the Customer Engineering Manual of Instruction, 1620 
Data Processing System (Form 227-5647), and the 
Customer Engineering Instructional System Diagrams, 
1620 Data Processing System (Form 227-5631). Com-

plete explanations of the basic 1620 operation code 
functions are given in the Instruction Manual. Function 
charts and system diagrams for the basic 1620 as well 
as for the Floating Point feature are included in the 
Instructional System Diagrams. 



Automatic Floating Point Operations 
(Special Feature) 
The Automatic Floating Point Operations special fea
ture provides the IBM 1620 Data Processing System with 
the ability to do floating point arithmetic by using float
ing point instructions, instead of the subroutines hereto
fore necessary. 

The addition of automatic floating point operations 
can increase the computing power of the 1620 System 
50 to 100 per cent, depending on the amount of floating 
point computations required. Up to 15 per cent of the 
basic 1620 core storage capacity can be saved through 
the elimination of subroutines and call sequence in
structions associated with floating add, floating subtract, 
floating multiply, and floating divide. 

Automatic Division (special feature) is a prerequisite 
to the installation of floating point operations. 

Description 

Floating Point Arithmetic 

Scientific and engineering computations frequently in
volve lengthy and complex calculations in which it is 
necessary to manipulate numbers that may vary widely 
in magnitude. To obtain a meaningful answer, problems 
of this type usually require that as many significant 
digits as possible be retained during calculation and 
that the decimal point always be properly located. When 
applying such problems to a computer, several factors 
must be taken into consideration, the most important 
of which is the decimal point location. 

Generally speaking, a computer does not recognize 
the decimal point present in any quantity used during 
the calculation. Thus, a product of 414154 will result 
regardless of whether the factors are 9.37 X 44.2, 
93.7 X .442, or 937 X 4.42, etc. It is the programmer's 
responsibility to be cognizant of the decimal point 
location during and after the calculation and to arrange 
the program accordingly. In the operation of addition, 
for example, the decimal point of all numbers must 
be lined up to obtain the correct sum. To facilitate this 
arrangement, the programmer must shift the quantities 
as they are added. In the manipulation of numbers that 
vary greatly in magnitude, the resulting quantity could 
conceivably exceed allowable working limits. 

Section 1 General Information 

The processing of numbers expressed in ordinary 
form, for example, 427.93456, 0.0009762, 5382, 
-623.147, 3.1415927, etc., can be accomplished on a 
computer only by extensive analysis to determine the 
size and range of intermediate and final results. This 
analysiS and subsequent number scaling frequently 
takes longer than the actual calculation. Furthermore, 
number scaling requires complete and accurate infor
mation concerning the boundaries of all numbers that 
come into the computation (input, intermediate, out
put). Since it is not always possible to predict the size 
of all numbers in a given calculation, analysis and num
ber scaling is sometimes impractical. 

To alleviate this programming problem, a system 
must be employed in which information regarding the 
magnitude of all numbers accompanies the quantities 
in the calculation. \1lius, if all numbers are represented 
in some standard, predetermined format which in
structs the computer in an orderly and simple fashion 
concerning the location of the decimal point, and if this 
representation is acceptable to the routine doing the 
calculation, then quantities which range from minute 
fractions having many decimal places to large whole 
numbers having many integer places can be handl~~J 
The arithmetic system most commonly used, in wnlC 
all numbers are expressed in a format having the feature 
just described, is called "floating point arithmetic." 

The notation used in floating point arithmetic is 
basically an adaptation of the scientific notation widely 
used today. In scientific work, very large or very small 
numbers are expressed as a number, between one and 
ten, times a power of ten. Thus 427.93456 is written as 
4.2793456 X 102 and 0.0009762 as 9.762 X 10-4 • In the 
1620 floating point arithmetic system, the range of num
bers is modified to extend between IT and .999999® 
that is, the decimal point of all numbers is placed to the 
left of the high-order (leftmost) nonzero digit. Hence, 
all quantities may be thought of as a decimal fraction 
times a power of ten, for example, 427.93456 as 
.42793456 X 103 and 0.0009762 as .97620000 X 10-3 • In 
addition to the advantages inherent in scientific nota
tion, the use of floating point numbers during processing 
eliminates the necessity of analyzing the operations to 
determine the positioning of the decimal point in inter
mediate and final results since the decimal point is 
always immediately to the left of the high-order non
zero digit in the fraction. 

General Information 1.1 



1620 Automatic Floating Point Operations 

In 1620 automatic floating point operations, a floating 
point number is a field consisting of a variable length 
fraction (F) and a 2-digit exponent (E). The exponent 
is in the two low-order positions of the field, and the 
fraction is in the remaining high-order positions, as 
shown: 

F FEE 

The fraction ~ have a minimum of two digits and 
can have any number to a maximum of 100 digits. How
ever, when two fields are operands, that is, quantities 
being added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided, they 
must have fractions of the same length. The extremity 
of the field is marked by a flag over the high-order digit. 

NOTE: The term "mantissa" is often used instead of the 
term "fraction." Both terms are used synonymously to 
differentiate between significant digits and their asso
ciated exponent. 

The exponent is established on the premise that the 
fractionis less than 1.0 and equal to or greater than 0.1. 
The exponent is always two digits and has a range of 

_-99 to +9~ It is defined by~over the high-order 
(tens) digit. 

The fraction and the exponent each have an algebraic 
sign represented by a flag in the units position if nega
tive, and by the absence of a flag in the units position 
if positive. A floating point number with a <negative 
fraction and a negative exponent is.,_.;t:epiesented as 
follows: . 

'~ .... \ 

F. . FEE 

Sign control of the results of all computations is 
maintained according to the standard rules of arithmetic 
operations. 

Operation 
In descriptions of instructions and operations, the fol
lowing symbols are used for clarity and brevity: 

PF = fraction in the field at the P address 
QF = fraction in the field at the Q address 
PE = exponent in the field at the P address 
QE = exponent in the field at the Q address 
L = number of digits in the fraction 
d PE - QE 

In all floating point numbers, the decimal point is 
assumed to be at the left of the high-order digit, which 
must not be zero. Such a number is "normalized." When 
a number has one or more high-order zeros, it is con
sidered to be "unnormalized:' An unnormalized number 

1.2 

that results from a floating point computation is normal
ized automatically, but unnormalized terms are not 
recognized as such when entered as data. They will be 
processed, but correct results cannot be assured. There
fore, it is necessary to enter all data in normalized form. 
For example, the number 0682349405 should be en
tered as 6823494004, assuming the fixed point number 
is 6823.494, and an 8-digit fraction is required. 

Instructions 

Eight floating point instructions are prOvided (Figure 
1-1). Four are for arithmetic computations; floating add, 
floating subtract, floating multiply, and floating divide; 
three control the field size and location: floating shift 
right, floating shift left, and tra:hsmit floating. The 
eighth instruction provides for branch and transmit in 
floating point operations. All instructions are in the 1620 
format and contain a 2-digit op code, a 5-digit P address, 
and a 5-digit Q address. 

With the exception of floating shift right and floating 
shift left, the P address and Q address of floating point 
fields are the addresses of the low-order positions of 
the exponents. 

Within the description of each instruction, the oper
ation of the computer in aligning decimal points, nor
maliZing results, etc., is described as an aid for the 
Customer Engineer in checking program logiC and 
trouble shooting. These operations are automatic and 
need not be programmed. Notice particularly that float
ing divide requires only one instruction: the dividend 
is positioned, division is accomplished, and the quotient 
is transmitted to the P field without further command. 

Floating point operations conform to the basic 1620 
operating concepts regarding the execution of a multi
ply or divide operation following a save key operation, 
in that a floating multiply or divide operation executed ~ 
after a save key operation will destroy the address 
saved in PR-1. 

Zero Fraction 

When a floating point computation results in a zero 
fraction, or if an exponent, < -99, is developed, a spe
cial floating point zero (machine zero) is created in the 
form 00 . . . . 099, which is the smallest positive 

Floating Add ________ FADD _____ Ol 

Floating Subtract FSUB 02 
Floating Multiply FMUL 03 
Floating Divide FDIV 09 
Floating Shift Left FSL 05 
Transmit Floating TFL 06 
Branch and Transmit Floating BTFL 07 
Floating Shift Right FSR 08 

Figure 1-1. Floating Point Operation Codes and Mnemonics 



quantity that can be represented. A zero fraction or 
exponent, < -99, causes the equal/zero indicator (12) 
to be turned on. Zeros entered as data should be in the 
floating point zero form. Zero quantities in other forms, 
for example, 00 . . . . 000, will be processed but re
sults cannot be assured. 

Indicators 

The four indicators associated with automatic floating 
point operations are represented by lights on the 1620 
console. The light for each indicator is turned on when 
the corresponding indicator is turned on. The high/ plus 
and equal/zero lights are located in the Control Gates 
section of the console, and the arithmetic overflow 
check and exponent check lights and switch are in the 
Indicator Displays and Switches section. 

HIGH/PLUS (INDICATOR CODE 11) 

The high/plus indicator and light are turned on when 
the fraction resulting from a floating point computation 
is greater than zero. 

EQUAL/ZERO (INDICATOR CODE 12) 

The equal/zero indicator and light are turned on to 
indicate a zero fraction resulting from a floating point 
computation. 

ARITHMETIC OVERFLOW CHECK (INDICATOR CODE 14) 

During floating point operations, the overflow check in
dicator is turned on when division by zero is attempted. 
Division by an unnormalized number may result in an 
incorrect quotient because of an Incorrectly positioned 
divisor. 

EXPONENT CHECK (INDICATOR CODE 15) 

The exponent check indicator is turned on by an expo
nent overflow or underflow. 

Exponent Overflow. When an exponent greater than 
+ 99 is generated, the fraction is set to 9s. The sign 
is determined by the computed result that caused the 
overflow. The exponent is set to +99, which is the 
largest floating pOint number (99 .... 999) that can be 
represented in the floating point fOimat. If the gen
erated fraction is positive, the H/P indicator (11) is 
also turned on. 

Exponent Underflow. When an exponent less than -99 
is generated, the fraction is set to + Os and the expo
nent is set to -99 (machine zero). This is the smallest 
floating point number (00. . . . 099) that can be 
represented in the floating point format. The E/Z in
dicator (12) is also turned on. 

An exponent underflow is not indicated when one 
or both operands are zero. 

When the exponent check indicator (15) is turned 
on, program operation is controlled by the console 
overflow check switch, which is also connected to 
the overflow check indicator (14). Functions of the 
console switches are described in the CE Manual of 
Instruction (Form 227-5647). The exponent check 
indicator (15) is turned off by programmed inter
rogation or by depression of the 1620 reset key. 

Mode Latches 

The floating point feature makes use of the basic oper
ations of the 1620, for example, add, subtract, compare, 
multiply, load dividend, divide, and transmit. Various 
combinations of these basic 1620 operations are ob
tained with the use of "mode latches" which perform 
essentially the same control functions as the op lines 
from the operation register. At the end of a given mode 
operation, the mode latch for the next operation is 
turned on, thus passing the control of one operation 
on to the next until the entire floating point function 
is completed. 

I Cycle Entry Modification 

The output of the I cycle entry point OR (01.15.05.1) is 
ANDed with -S 0 DEC OPR TENS. As long as the oper
ation register tens position contains a zero, most of the 
I cycle entry points are prevented from initiating an I 
cycle. The exceptions which can initiate an I cycle are: 
FP exit, divide overflow, or the I/O exit trigger ON. 

J 620 Central Processing Unit (CPu) 

Basic Console 

Two new lights were added to the Control Gates section 
of the basic console to indicate the status of the under
flow/equal zero (UNFLO/ZERO) and the floating point 
exit (FP EXIT) latches. 

The exponent check (EXP CHK) status light was added 
to the O'FLOW check switch. When the exponent check 
latch is turned on, the computer continues to operate 
or stops, depending on the setting of the console check 
switch associated with the exponent check latch. See 
Figure 1-2. 

Auxiliary CE Console 

An auxiliary console (Figure 1-3) is prOVided with the 
floating pOint feature. The console contains thirty lights 
to display the on/ off status of various mode and auxili
ary latches associated with floating pOint operations. 

General Information 1.3 
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Figure 1-3. Auxiliary CE Console 

This console can be stored inside the 1620 CPU when 
not in use or it may be placed outside in any desired 
location, restricted only by the length of the cable that 
connects the auxiliary console to the cpu. Two magnets 
are built into the base of the auxiliary console box. 
These magnets will hold the console in the des ired 
position. 

Appendix A is a drawing of the auxiliary console 
showing the system diagram page number on which 
the latch, associated with the light, may be found. The 
drawing also shows page numbers of the function chart 
or charts on which the latches are found. The system 
diagram and function chart page numbers refer to the 
Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-5631 ). 

Appendix B is a list of the latches associated with 
fl oating paint operations and includes the basic 1620 
triggers ( 15, 16, 24, 25, 26, and 27 ). The list gives thc 
system diagram and function chart page numbers on 
which the latches are located and shows if a console 
light is associated with the latch and indicates on which 
console the light is located . 

• • • • • RESULT FRAC EXP MOO EXP EXP MOO 
EXMIT AOO ENTRY MOOIFY EXIT 

• • • • • DIV OIV OlGIT SHIFT HIOROER 
ENTRY FORCE OPS ENT ZERO CTRl 

• • • • • SCAN MOO 3 MOO 3 HI PLUS SCAN Q 
MINUS CTRL LI CTRL LZ AUX EXIT 

Memory Address Register Storage (MARS) 

Three new registers have been added to the MARS 
array: OR-4, OR-5, and CR-l. These three new registers 
appear on the memory address register display selector 
switch ( Figure 1-2 ). The OR-4 and OR-5 registers are 
used for storing addresses in the same manner as OR-I , 
OR-2, etc. The CR-l register is used somewhat differ
ently. During an exponent compare operation, the alge
hraic difference between PE and QE, developed dUJing 
h-igger 13 time of the compare operation, is placed in 
CR-l. During the following scan mode (P or Q ), CR-l 
is read out and decremented or incremented by one 
and written back into CR-l. At each readout, the output 
of the increment/ decrement switch is interrogated for 
a "zero" condition (MAR=O/ CR-l=O). The presencc 
Or absence of a zero, before the fi eld mark flag of the 
fi eld being scanned is reached, determines what oper
ation will follow. For a normalizing shift left , the CR-l 
register is used with scan mode ( 0 ) to count the num
ber of zeros encountered during the scan_ The resulting 
count of zeros in CR-l is then subtracted from the result 
exponent during the exponent modify mode. 
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Figure 1-3. Auxiliary CE Console 

This console can be stored inside the 1620 CPU when 
not in use or it may be placed outside in any desired 
location, restricted only by the length of the cable that 
connects the auxiliary console to the CPU. Two magnets 
are built into the base of the auxiliary console box. 
These magnets will hold the console in the desired 
position. 

Appendix A is a drawing of the auxiliary console 
shOWing the system diagram page number on which 
the latch, associated with the light, may be found. The 
drawing also shows page numbers of the function chart 
or charts on which the latches are found. The system 
diagram and function chart page numbers refer to the 
Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

Appendix B is a list of the latches associated with 
floating point operations and includes the basic 1620 
triggers (15, 16, 24, 25, 26, and 27). The list gives the 
system diagram and function chart page numbers on 
which the latches are located and shows if a console 
light is associated with the latch and indicates on which 
console the light is located. 

Memory Address Register Storage (MARS) 

Three new registers have been added to the MARS 
array: OR-4, OR-5, and CR-I. These three new registers 
appear on the memory address register display selector 
switch (Figure 1-2). The OR-4 and OR-5 registers are 
used for storing addresses in the same manner as OR-I, 
OR-2, etc. The CR-1 register is used somewhat differ
ently. During an exponent compare operation, the alge
braic difference between PE and QE, developed during 
trigger 13 time of the compare operation, is placed in 
CR-I. During the follOwing scan mode (P or Q), CR-1 
is read out and decremented or incremented by one 
and written back into CR-I. At each readout, the output 
of the increment/decrement switch is interrogated for 
a "zero" condition (MAR=0/CR-1=0). The presence 
or absence of a zero, before the field mark Hag of the 
field being scanned is reached, determines what oper
ation will follow. For a normalizing shift left, the CR-1 
register is used with scan mode (0) to count the num
ber of zeros encountered during the scan. The resulting 
count of zeros in CR-1 is then subtracted from the result 
exponent during the exponent modify mode. 
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General 
The four nonarithmetic floating point operations are 
given in this section. Two of the operations, floating 
shift right and floating shift left, are used to adjust field 
size. One operation, transmit floating, is used to relocate 
fields, and one operation, floating branch and transmit, 
provides the same branch and transmit facilities for 
floating point operations as is available for the basic 
1620 operations. 

Transmit Floating lTFL.-06J 
A function chart of this operation is on page 68 of the 
Instructional System Diagrams, (Form 227-5631). 
Transmit floating is essentially the same as the basic 
1620 transmit field, code 26 operation. The difference is 
in the control exercised by the modulo 3 counter over 
the turn off time of the 1st cycle trigger. See the de
scription of the modulo 3 counter for an explanation of 
its functions. 

OBJECTIVE AND FUNCrION 

Transmit the QF and QE field at the Q address per OR-1 
to the location deSignated by the P address per OR-2. 

The Q address is normally the low-order position of 
QE and the operation is the same as the basic transmit 
field instruction (TF -26), except that flag bits in the 
three low-order positions are ignored as indications to 
terminate the transmittal. Beginning with the fourth 
low-order digit, a flag bit (field mark of QF) terminates 
the operation. All flag bits in the field are transmitted. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Trigger 26 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Impulse the modulo 3 counter. For all other trig

ger 26 functions, see the basic transmit field oper
ation. 

Trigger 27 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Turn off the 1st cycle trigger at W2 time of the 

third transmit cycle under control of the modulo 3 
counter. For all other functions of trigger 27, see 
the basic transmit field operation. 

Modulo 3 Counter 
A function chart of the modulo 3 counter is on page 56 
of the Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

Section 2 Internal Transmission Operations 

Three floating point operations use the modulo 3 
counter: 

1. Transmit floating (TFL-06). 
2. Branch and transmit floating (BTFL-07) 
3. Digit force mode which may be used depending 

upon the result of a floating add, subtract, multi
ply, or divide operation. 

OBJECfIVE 

The modulo 3 counter blocks the tum off (reset) of the 
1st cycle trigger until the end of the third digit trans
mission cycle. This is done to prevent the field mark 
no. 1 trigger from recognizing a flag bit other than the 
field mark of the fraction (PF or QF) being transmitted. 
It is possible for three flag bits to be encountered before 
the field mark flag of the fraction is read out. These are: 

1. The sign flag bit of the exponent (PE or QE). 

2. The field mark flag bit of the exponent (PE or QE) . 

3. The sign flag bit of the fraction (PF or QF) . 

FUNCrIONS 

First Trigger 24 or 26 Time. 
1. Turns on the L1 and L2 modulo 3 latches. The L2 

latch ON blocks the turn off of the 1st cycle trigger. 

First Trigger 25 or 27 Time. 
1. Turns on the L3 latch. Triggers 25 or 27 do not 

control this turn on. The L3 latch is turned on 
when the L1 latch is on at the next R3 time, which 
occurs during trigger 25 or 27 time. The L3 latch 
stays on until the next FP reset occurs. 

Second Trigger 24 or 26 Time. 
1. Turns off the L11atch at WI time. 

Second Trigger 25 or 27 Time. 
1. No action. 

Third Trigger 24 or 26 Time. 
1. Turns off the L2 latch at R3 time. 

Third Trigger 25 or 27 Time. 
1. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger at W2 time. 

Sranch and Transmit Floating CSTFL.-07J 
A function chart of this operation is on page 69 of the 
Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-5631 ). 
Branch and transmit floating is essentially the same as 
the basic 1620 branch and transmit instruction (BT -27) . 
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The difference is in the control exercised by the modulo 
3 counter over the tum off time of the 1st cycle trigger. 
See the description under MODULO 3 COUNTER. 

OBJECTIVE AND FUNCTION 

Save the address of the next instruction in sequence by 
transferring the address in IR-l to IR-2. Transmit the 
field at the Q address (QF and QE) to the P address 
minus one. Branch to the instruction at the P address 
now in lR-1. 

The Q address is normally the low-order position of 
the exp.onent (QE). The operation is the same as the 
basic branch and transmit instruction (BT-27), except 
that in the transmit function the three low-order posi
tion Hags are ignored as indications to terminate the 
transmittal. Beginning with the fourth low-order posi
tion, a Hag bit (field mark of QF) terminates the oper
ation. All Hag bits are transmitted. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 15 and 16 (01.60.45.1). 
See the basic branch and transmit operation. 

Trigger 26 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Impulses the modulo 3 counter. For all other trig

ger 26 functions, see the basic branch and transmit 
operation. 

Trigger 27 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger after the third trans

mit cycle under control of the modulo 3 counter. 
For all other trigger 27 functions, see the basic 
branch and transmit operation. 

Floating Shift Right lFSR-08J 
Function charts for this operation are on pages 71, 72, 
and 49 of the Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-
5631 ). Figure 2-1 is a data How diagram for this oper
ation. This instruction is used to shorten or shrink a 
fraction field. It is essentially a transmit field operation 
in which the field specified by the Q address is trans
mitted to the field specified by the P address. The P 
address is normally the units position of the fraction; 
the Q address is normally the address of a higher-order 
digit of the same fraction. Hence, in transmitting from 
the Q address to the P address, a higher-order fraction 
digit is transmitted to a lower-order position of the same 
fraction starting with the units fraction digit position 
and continuing into higher-order positions (lower
numbered memory locations). The transmission con
tinues until the field mark flag bit of the Q field is en
countered. This Hag bit is transmitted with the last 
(high-order) Q field digit and becomes the field mark 
of the shortened fraction field. Vacated positions are 

2.2 

filled with zeros. If the Original units digit of the frac
tion (P address per OR-2) contains a sign Hag bit prior 
to receiving the new units digit (Q address per OR-I) 
the sign Hag is preserved. The exponent of the fraction 
is not moved or altered. 

The operations described in the preceding paragraph 
are carried out in three steps: 

1. Shift ops entry (Function chart on page 71 ° ) . 
2. Shift mode (Function chart on page 72°). 
3. Zero fill (Function chart on page 49° ). 

Shift Ops Entry (Code 08) 

Shift ops entry is a control and address set up operation 
during which the P address per OR-2 is transferred to 
PR-3, and the Q address per OR-l is transferred to PR-2. 
The units digit of the P address per OR-2 is interrogated 
for a sign Hag bit. If a sign Hag bit is presenf;Ilte--scan 
minus latch is turned on to preserve the sign condition 
so it will be placed back into the units position when 
the new (Q address) units position digit is transmitted 
to the P address, thus destroying the P address units 
digit. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Ops Entry Latch (01.67.50.1). 
1. Turned on by I cycle trigger 8 and operation code 

08. 
2. Provides a bypass function for writing into MARS 

register during trigger 24 and 25 time. 

3. Provides a gate for various trigger 24 and trigger 
25 functions. 

4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the shift mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-2 (units digit of 

original fraction) and places the digit in MDR. 
2. Resets (clears) PR-2 and PR-3. 
3. Writes from MAR into PR-3 bypassed. 
4. Turns on the scan minus latch if an MDR F bit 

is present (sign of the fraction) . 
5. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-l into MAR (Q address - address of 

digit to be moved right). 
2. Writes from MAR into PR-2 bypassed. 
3. Turns on the shift entry latch. 

°The function charts are in the Customer Engineering 
Instructional System Diagrams, 1620 Data Processing 
System (Form 227-5631). 



One of two op codes in which the P & Q oddresses 
addresses are not address of the exponents 
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Figure 2-1. Data Flow - Floating Shift Right 
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Control and address set up operation 
P OR-2-PR-3 
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Interrogate units position of P field (F) for sign flag. 
If flag is present, turn on Scan Minus latch 

Control and address set up operation 
Decr trg on (Decr). 
1st Cycle on 
Reset FM 1 & 2 

Similar to basic 1620 transmit field operation 
Transmit Q per PR-2 to P per PR-3 

1231234 05 
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PR-3 at end of shift 
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25 Rd-Wr PR-3 decr. Read Y - Force C Bit - Zero 

0001234 05 
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.shift Entry Latch (01.66.50.1). 
1. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
2. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
4. Exit to the shift mode (right) operation. 

Shift Mode (Right) 

Shift mode right accomplishes the transmission of the 
Q field per PR-2 to the P field per PR-3. The transmis
sion or shift right operation stops when the field mark 
Hag bit of the Q field is reached. 

OBJECTIVE 

Transmit the Q field per PR-2 to the location designated 
by the P address per PR-3 and successively lower mem
ory positions. End the operation and exit to the zero 
fill operation when the field mark Hag bit in the Q field 
is encountered. 

FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 24, 25, and the shift mode latch accomplish 
the shift operation. The Q field to be moved is read 
out of memory, one digit at a time per PR-2 during 
trigger 24 time, and written back into memory at the 
P address per PR-3 during trigger 25 time. If the scan 
minus latch is on during the first trigger 25 cycle, a 
sign Hag bit is set. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Mode Latch (01.66.50.1). 
1. Turned on by the shift entry latch of the shift ops 

entry operation. 
2. Turns off the shift ops entry latch. 
3. Provides a gate for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and stores the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F bit 

is present in MDR. 
3. Writes back PR-2 decremented. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Blocks reset of MDR (Read Y). 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the 

odd or the even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), 
depending upon whether PR-3 is odd or even, to 
clear the memory location .. 

3. Sets a sign Hag bit in MDR if it is fir$t cycle and 
the scan minus latch is on. 

4. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 
5. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 

contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. 
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6. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
7. Exit to zero fill mode if field mark no. 1 trigger 

is on. 

Zero Fill Mode 

Zero fill mode is entered from the shift mode during 
trigger 25 time with field mark no. 1 trigger on. 

OBJECTIVES 

Write zeros into the positions vacated by the preceding 
shift mode (right) operation. 

FUNCTIONS 

Starting with the position just left of the high-order 
digit of the fraction shifted right by the preceding shift 
mode (right) operation, force C bits (zeros) into the 
vacated positions. The operation exits to I cycle entry 
when field mark no. 2 trigger is on. Field mark no. 2 
trigger is turned on when the field mark Hag bit of the 
original Q address fraction is encountered. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Zero Fill Mode Latch (01.66.60.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the preceding 

shift mode (right) operation when field mark no. 
1 trigger is on. 

2. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 
24 and 25. 

3. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-3 and stores the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns on field mark no. 2 trigger if an MDR F 

bit is present (field mark of the Original fraction). 
3. Writes back PR-3 bypassed. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Forces a reset of MDR regardless of Read Y. 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the odd 

or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), de
pending on whether the PR-2 address is odd or 
even, to clear the memory location. 

3. Turns on the MDR C bit latch (force zero). 
4. Transfers MDR to MBR and writes the contents 

of MBR into memory per PR-3. 
5. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
6. Exit to I cycle entry when field mark no. 2 trigger 

is on. 

Floating Shift Left lFSL .. OSJ 
Function charts for this operation are given on pages 
65, 66, 67, and 49 of the Instructional System Diagrams 
(Form 227-5631). Figure 2-2 is a data How chart for 
this operation. 
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Figure 2-2. Data Flow - Floating Shift Left 
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The field designated by the Q address, which is the 
address of the low-order position of the fraction, is 
shifted left so that the high-order digit is moved to the 
location specified by the P address. The exponent is 
not moved or altered. 

The effect of this instruction is to expand the fraction 
by shifting it to the left and filling the vacated positions 
with zeros. It is important to note that the Q address 
is the address of the low-order position of the field 
moved, and the P address is the address of the high
order position of the resulting field. An existing sign 
Bag bit at the Q address is retained for algebraic sign; 
the field Bag bit is transmitted with the high-order digit 
of the Q field. 

If the fraction is expanded to a length greater than 
2L, any extraneous Bag bits in core storage positions 
between the original high-order digit position of the 
Q address, and the new position of the low-order digit 
of the original fraction must be cleared before the FSL 
instruction is given. Therefore, if the address of Q minus 
the address of P is equal to or greater than 2L, locations 
between the P address plus L and the Q address minus 
L must be free of Bags. 

Unlike other instructions in the Boating point series, 
FSL is executed in the transmit record manner of trans
mitting individual digits in the high-order to low-order 
sequence. After the units digit has been transmitted, 
the remaining positions of the fraction are set to zero 
in ascending core storage location sequence. After each 
position is set to zero, the succeeding position is checked 
for a Bag bit. If the fraction is positive, the Bag bit is 
assumed to be the high-order position of the exponent 
and the operation stops without altering the Bag bit 
position. If the fraction is negative, the £lag bit is as
sumed to be the sign £lag of the fraction, and a negative 
zero is inserted in that position before the operation 
stops. Thus, a Bag bit detected in a position prior to the 
previous high-order position of the original fraction 
stops the operation and results in an incorrect fraction. 

For example, if P=01590, Q=01601, and L=4, core 
storage locations 01590 through 01603, with an ex
traneous £lag bit in 01596, appear as follows: 

XXXXXXXXFFFFEE 

After transfer of the fraction, but before the zero fill 
operation, the core storage locations appear as follows 
(note that the Bag bit in 01598 has been cleared) : 

FFFFXXXXFFFFEE 

Upon completion of the operation, the fraction is in
correct, as follows: 

FFFFOOXXFFFFEE 
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If 01596 had not contained a Bag bit, the fraction would 
have been expanded correctly, as follows: 

- -
FFFFOOOOOOOOEE 

The operations described in the preceding para-
graphs are carried out in four steps: 

1. Shift ops entry (Function chart on page 65'" ). 
2. Scan mode (Function chart on page 66"'). 
3. Shift mode (left) (Function chart on page 67'" ). 
4. Zero fill mode (Function chart on page 49'" ). 

Shift Ops Entry (Code OS) 

Shift ops entry is a control and address set up operation. 

OBJECI'IVES 

1. Transfer the P address per OR-2 into PR-3. The 
address in OR-2 designates the position to which 
the high-order digit of the fraction is to be shifted. 

2. Transfer the Q address per OR-I into PR-2. The 
address in OR-I deSignates the units digit of the 
fraction to be shifted. This is also the address of 
the units position of the expanded fraction after 
the shift takes place and will always be a zero or 
£lag zero, depending upon the original sign of the 
fraction to be expanded. 

FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 24, 25, and the shift ops entry latch accomplish 
the transfer of addresses. Trigger 24 transfers OR-2 to 
PR-3 and trigger 25 transfers OR-l to PR-2. The shift 
ops entry latch causes a bypass during each of the 
transfers. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Ops Entry Latch (01.67.50.1). 
1. Turned on by I cycle trigger 8 and operation code 

05. 
2. Causes a bypass function. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-2 into MAR. 
2. Resets (clears) PR-2 and PR-3. 
3. Writes from MAR into PR-3 bypassed. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigg.er 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-l into MAR. 
2. Writes from MAR into PR-2 bypassed. 
3. Exit to scan mode (op 05) . 

"'The Function charts are in the Customer Engineering 
Instructional System Diagrams, 1620 Data Processing 
System (Form 227-5631). 



Scan Mode (Code 05) 

The scan mode (code 05) is entered from shift ops 
entry during trigger 25 time. 

OBJECTIVES 

Scan through the Q field per PR-2 to test the units digit 
for a sign £lag on the first cycle and to test the remaining 
digits for the field mark £lag. If a sign £lag is present, 
the scan minus latch is turned on. Note that the sign 
£lag is not cleared from memory. Field mark no. 1 
trigger is turned on by the field mark £lag to signal the 
end of the scan operation, and the field mark £lag is 
cleared from the memory location. 

FUNCTIONS 

The scan mode latch controls the read and write func
tions of PR-2 during triggers 24 and 25 time. Trigger 
24 tests the digits for sign and field mark £lag bits. 
Trigger 25 clears the field mark £lag bit, decrements 
PR-2 when trigger 25 is followed by trigger 24, and 
controls the function to follow. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Scan Entry Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 25 of the shift ops entry 

operation. 
2. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
4. Turns on the scan mode latch. 
5. Turned off by entry reset. 

Scan Mode Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Causes read and write of PR-2 on every trigger 24 

and 25 cycle. 
2. Inhibits turn on of triggers 11, 21, 23, and 42. 
3. Provides gates for various trigger 24 and 25 time 

functions. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the shift mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-2 (function of the 

scan mode latch) and places the digit in MDR. 
2. Turns on the scan minus latch if an MDR F bit 

( sign) is present on the first cycle. 
3. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger when an MDR F 

bit (field mark of Q) is present after the first cycle. 
4. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
5. Writes back PR-2 (function of the scan mode 

latch) bypassed. 
6. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-2 (function of the 

scan mode latch) and places the digit in MDR. 

2. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. Writes back PR-2 (function of the scan mode 

latch) decremented if field mark no. 1 trigger is off. 

For cycle in which field mark no. 1 trigger is on: 

4. Clears the field mark £lag in MDR. 
5. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 

contents of MBR into memory per PR-2. 
6. Turns on the high-order zero control latch for use 

in setting the field mark £lag in the high-order P 
address position. 

7. Writes back PR-2 (function of the scan mode latch) 
bypassed. PR-2 contains the address of the high
order Q field digit to be transmitted. 

8. Turns on the shift entry latch. 

Shift Entry Latch (01.66.50.1). 
1. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
2. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
4. Exit to the shift mode operation. 

Shift Mode (Code 05) 

The shift mode operation is entered from the shift 
entry operation which follows the scan mode (op 05) 
operation. 

OBJECTIVE 

Transmit the Q field per PR-2 to the P field per PR-3 
starting with the high-order digit position and pro
ceeding to lower-order digit positions (higher-num
bered memory locations) until the operation is termi
nated by: 

1. The field mark £lag bit of the exponent associated 
with the Q field if the Q field is positive (no 
Q field sign £lag). 

2. The sign £lag bit of the Q field if the Q field is 
negative. 

FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 24, 25, and the shift mode latch accomplish the 
left shift operation. During trigger 24 time, the Q ad
dress digits per PR-2 (starting with the high-order 
position) are read out to MDR and tested for a £lag bit. 
During trigger 25 time, the Q address digit in MDR is 
written into memory per PR-3 (P address). The func
tions that occur when field mark no. 1 trigger is on de
pends upon the status of the scan minus latch. The 
scan minus latch is ON if the original Q field contains 
a sign £lag bit, and is OFF if no sign £lag bit is present. 
When a £lag bit is encountered during the transmission, 
it may either be the sign £lag of the originat Q field or 
the field mark £lag of the exponent associated with the 
Q field. If the scan minus latch is on (minus Q field), 
field mark no. 1 trigger is turned on by the £lag in the 
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units position of the Q address. The Read Y function 
takes place, the flag is cleared as the units digit is trans
mitted to the new location, and PR-3 is decremented. 
PR-3 then contains the address immediately to the 
right of the last digit (units) transmitted to the new 
location. PR-3 is then set so it can be used to fill in zeros 
between the last digit transmitted and the exponent. 
If the scan minus latch is off, field mark no. 1 trigger 
is turned on by the field marl< flag bit of the exponent 
immediately right of the Q address field. The Read Y 
function is inhibited, and PR-3 is written back bypassed. 
PR-3 then contains the same address as explained pre
viously. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Mode Latch (01.66.50.1). 
l. Turned on by the shift entry latch at the end of 

the scan mode operation. 
2. Turns off the scan mode latch. 
3. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the zero fill mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
l. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and places the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns off the decrement trigger (increment). 
3. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F bit 

is present (sign of QF or field mark of QE). 

4. Writes back PR-2 incremented. 
5. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
l. Blocks the reset of MDR (Read Y) if field mark no. 

1 trigger is off or the scan minus latch is on. 
2. Blocks the Read Y function if the field mark no. 1 

trigger is on and the scan minus latch is off. 
3. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the odd 

or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), de
pending on whether the PR-3 address is odd or 
even, to clear the memory location. Note that item 
3 depends upon item 2. 

4. Sets a field mark flag bit in MDR on first cycle 
(function of high-order zero control). 

5. Clears the flag in all locations per PR-3 after first 
cycle. 

6. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. 

7. Writes back PR-3 incremented unless field mark 
no. 1 trigger is on and the scan minus latch is off, 
in which case write back PR-3 bypassed. 

8. Turns off 1st cycle trigger. 
9. Exit to zero fill mode when field mark no. 1 trigger 

is on. 
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Zero Fill Mode 

The zero fill mode is entered from the shift mode (left) 
during trigger 25 time when field mark no. 1 trigger 
is on. 

OBJECTIVE 

Fill in zeros between the location to which the last digit 
was transmitted and the exponent associated with the 
Q address. 

FUNCTIONS 

Starting with the position just right of the last digit 
transmitted, the positions are read out and tested for 
a flag bit. If no flag bit is present, a zero (C bit) is 
forced into the position. If a flag bit is present it may 
be one of the following: 

l. The sign flag bit of the original Q address field. 
2. The field mark flag bit of the exponent associated 

with the Q address field. 
If the scan minus latch is on, the first flag bit en

countered is the sign flag of the original Q field, if the 
latch is off; the flag bit is the field mark of the exponent 
associated with the Q field. If the sign flag is encoun
tered (scan minus latch on), a flag zero is forced into 
memory at that location. If the field mark flag bit of 
the exponent is encountered, the digit read out is re
turned to memory unaltered. The operation exits to I 
cycle entry when field mark no. 2 trigger is on. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Zero Fill Mode Latch (01.66.60.1). 
l. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the last shift 

mode cycle. 
2. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
l. Reads out of memory per PR-3 and places the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns on field mark no. 2 trigger if an MDR F bit 

is present. Notice that the 1st cycle trigger is off at 
this time. 

3. Writes back PR-3 bypassed. 

4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
For cycles prior to field mark no. 2 trigger being on: 

l. Resets MDR regardless of Read Y. 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the 

odd or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), 
depending upon whether the PR-3 address is 
odd or even, to clear the memory location. 

3. Turns on the MDR C bit latch (force zero). 



4. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. 

5. Writes back PR-3 incremented. 

For the cycle in which field mark no. 2 trigger is on 
because of a sign Hag bit in the units position of the 
original Q field (scan minus latch on) : 

6. Items 1 through 5 previously given, remain the 
same. 

7. Turns on the MDR F bit latch to set the sign 
Hag bit. 

8. Exits to I cycle entry. 

For the cycle in which field mark no. 1 trigger is on 
because of a field mark Hag bit for the exponent asso
ciated with the Q address (scan minus latch off) : 

9. Blocks the Read Y, forces MDR C bit, resets 
MDR, and sets Hag functions. 

10. Reads out of memory per PR-3 and places the 
digit in MDR. 

n. Writes the contents of MBR into memory per 
PR-3. This writes back the high-order exponent 
digit without alteration. 

12. Exit to I cycle entry. 
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General 
An exponent add, subtract, or compare operation is 
initiated following the I cycle in which any floating 
arithmetic operation code is placed in the operation 
register. 

When a floating add or subtract operation (op code 
Ol-FADD and 02-FSUB) is specified, an algebraic com
parison of PE and QE is made. When a floating multiply 
operation (op code 03-FMUL) is specified, PE and QE 

are added algebraically. When a floating divide opera
tion (op code 09-FDIV) is specified, QE is subtracted 
from PE algebraically. 

Exponent add, subtract, or compare functions are 
accomplished by using triggers 11, 12, 13, 14, and 21, 
also the recomplement control trigger, recomplement 
trigger, and trigger 23 are used if a recomplement func
tion is required. The functions of these circuits remain 
virtually the same as when used with the standard oper
ation codes. The functions of the basic auxiliary triggers 
associated with the standard add, subtract, and com
pare operation codes remain the same. However, some 
new functions and aUXiliary latches have been added 
to implement the floating point arithmetic operations. 
Because PE and QE consist of two digits each, only two 
complete add, subtract, or compare cycles are per
formed unless recomplement is required, in which case 
two recomplement cycles take place after an add or 
subtract operation. A compare operation is never re
complemented. 

The floating point arithmetic function that follows 
the exponent add, subtract, or compare function is de
termined by the operation code used and/or by the 
status of various auxiliary triggers that are turned on 
or off during the exponent add, subtract, or compare 
function. The following are five functions to which the 
exponent add, subtract, or compare function can exit. 

For floating add or subtract (operation codes 01 or 
02) : 

1. Exit to fraction add if the equal/zero trigger is on, 
denoting that PE is equal to QE (PE = QE) 

2. Exit to scan mode (Q) if the high/plus trigger is 
on and the equal/zero trigger is off, denoting that 
PE is greater than QE (PE > QE). 

3. Exit to exponent transmit if the high/plus and 
equal/zero triggers are both off, denoting that 
PE is less than QE(PE<QE). 

Section 3 Arithmetic Operations 

For floating multiply (operation code 03) : 
4. Exit to multiply mode, determined by the oper

ation code (03). 

For floating divide ( operation code 09) : 
5. Exit to fraction compare mode, determined by the 

operation code (09). 
A more complete description of exponent add, sub

tract, or compare and the conditions that determine 
which floating point arithmetic function will follow is 
given under FLOATING MULTIPLY and FLOATING ADD OR 

SUBTRACT. 

For a description of the basic 1620 add, subtract, 
compare, operation see the CE Manual of Instruction 
(Form 227-5647). For Function charts of these oper
ations, see pages 11 and 12 of the CE Instructional 
System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

Floating Multiply 
For a floating multiply operation, QE is added to PE and 
the sum replaces PE. PF is multiplied by QF and the prod
uct replaces PF. PF is normalized and PE is modified, as 
required, after multiplication. 

The operations described in the preceding paragraph 
are carried out in six steps: 

1. Exponent add or subtract (Function chart on 
page 45"'). 

2. Multiply mode (Function chart on page 58"', pages 
14'" through 19'" for basic operation). 

3. Exponent modify entry (Function chart on page 
51'" ). 

4. Exponent modify mode (03/09) (Function chart 
on page 52'" ). 

5. Exponent modify exit (03/09) (Function chart 
on page 53"'). 

6. Result transmit mode (03/09) or digit force, de
pending upon whether a zero product is developed 
or if the resulting exponent exceeds + 99 or is less 
than -99 (Function charts on pages 63'" or 55"'). 

Section 4, EXAMPLES, contains a data flow chart (Fig
ure 4-1) for multiply operations and examples of multi
plication problems with various representative F and E 
values and signs. 

"'These function charts are in the Customer Engineering 
Instructional System Diagrams, 1620 Data Processing 
System (Form 227-5631). 

Arithmetic Operations 3.1 



Exponent Add or Subtract 

Exponent add or subtract is essentially a basic add 
operation for operation code 03 floating multiply, or a 
subtract operation for operation code 09 floating divide. 

OBJECTIVE 
Add or subtract, algebraically, the exponents PE (OR-
2) and QE (OR-I) and store the sum or difference at 
the PE address in memory. 

FUNCTIONS 
Exponent add or subtract functions are accomplished 
by using triggers 11, 12, 13, 14, and 21, also the recom
plement control trigger, recomplement trigger, and 
trigger 23 are used if a recomplement function is re
quired. The functions of these circuits remain virtually 
the same as when used with the standard operation 
codes. The functions of the aUxiliary triggers associated 
with the standard add or subtract operation codes re
main the same. However, several new functions and 
aUxiliary latches have been added to implement the 
floating point arithmetic operations: exponent add 
mode latch, overflow /underflow latch, underflow/equal 
zero latch, and the overflow correct latch. The functions 
of these latches are explained under TRIGGER FUNCTIONS. 
Because PE and QE consist of two digits each, only 
two complete add or subtract cycles are performed 
unless recomplement is required, in which case two re
complement cycles also take place. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Add Mode Latch (01.66.10.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 8. 
2. Turns on trigger 11 for first memory cycle of the 

add or subtract operation. 
3. Turned off by the multiply mode latch or the frac

tion compare mode latch. 
The following functions are in addition to the basic 

trigger 11, 12, 13, and 14 functions for add or subtract. 

Trigger 11 (01.60.11.1). NOTE: If the operation code is 
09, the T / C trigger is turned off (complement) by 
trigger 8. 

1. Resets OR-4 to clear it for receiving the address of 
the units digit of QF for use during the divide entry 
operation. 

2. Resets OR-5 to clear it for receiving the address 
of the units digit of PE during trigger 12 time. 

3. Resets PR-2 and PR-3 to clear them for receiving 
the address of the units digit of PF during trigger 
14 time of the last add cycle. 

Trigger 12 (01.60.12.1). 
1. Writes from MAR (per OR-2) into OR-5 bypassed 

to retain the address of the units digit of PE for 
later use during the exponent modify entry mode. 

3.2 

Trigger 13 (01.60.13.1). 
1. No additional functions. 

Trigger 14 (01.60.14.1). The follOwing functions occur 
on the last add cycle. 

1. Resets OR-3 to clear it for receiving the address 
of the units position of the PF. 

2. Writes from MAR (per OR-2) into OR-3, PR-3, 
and PR-2 decremented to preserve the units posi
tion address of the PF. 

3. Turns on the overflow /underflow latch if the oper
ation is true with a carry out. This occurs if the 
sum of two positive exponents exceeds + 99. 

4. Turns on the overflow/underflow latch and the 
underflow / equal zero latch if the operation is true 
with a carry out and the high/plus trigger is not 
on. This occurs if the sum of the negative expo
nents is more minus than -99. 

5. Turns on the overflow correct latch in parallel 
with the overflow/underflow latch if the sum of 
the exponents is + 100 with a multiply operation, 
or -100 with a divide operation. 

If an exponent of -+- 100 is modified to ±99 dur
ing the exponent modify mode, the overflow /un
derflow and/or the underflow/equal zero latches 
are turned off because an exponent of 99 is valid. 

6. Exit to multiply mode if the operation code is 03, 
floating multiply. 

7. Exit to fraction compare mode if the operation 
code is 09, floating divide. 

Multiply Mode 

The multiply mode is entered from the exponent add 
mode operation. 

OBJECTIVE 
Multiply the PF field (OR-2) by the QF field (OR-I), 
and store the algebraiC product at location 00099 and 
successively lower memory locations. 

FUNCTIONS 
Triggers 32 through 41 and trigger 19 perform a basic 
multiply operation in which PF is the multiplicand and 
QF is the multiplier. To implement the floating multiply 
operation two new auxiliary latches are added; the ex
ponent modify required latch and the multiply correct 
flag latch. One new function is added to trigger 19, three 
new functions are added to trigger 38, and one is added 
to trigger 39. 

An explanation of each of the new functions is given 
with the associated trigger or latch under trigger func
tions. 



TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Multiply Mode Entry Latch (01.67.00.1). 
1. Turned on during the last add cycle by trigger 14. 
2. Causes an I cycle reset. 
3. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
4. Turns on the T/C trigger (true). 
5. Turns on the multiply mode latch. 

Multiply Mode Latch (01.67.00.1). 
1. Blocks the turn on of triggers 11, 21, 23, and 42. 
2. Turns off the exponent add mode latch. 
3. Forces an operation code 23, which is a basic 

multiply operation. 
4. Provides a gate for functions with triggers 19 and 

38. 
5. Turned off by the exponent modify entry latch. 

Trigger 19 (01.60.49.1). 
1. Exit to exponent modify entry when field mark 

no. 1 has been reached and there is no carry out. 

Trigger 38 (01.62.38.1). 
1. Turns on the exponent modify required latch on 

the last multiply cycle if the high-order digit of 
the product is a zero. 

NOTE: During the last multiply cycle trigger 35 time, 
the product of the high-order multiplier (QF) digit and 
the high-order multiplicand (PF) digit is read out of 
the multiply table and stored in the D/B reg units and 
tens position. During the following trigger 37 time, the 
product digit in the D/B reg tens position is transferred 
to the D/B reg units position. The foregoing are basic 
1620 multiply operations. The following applies to float
ing multiply only. During trigger 38 time, the D/B reg 
units is interrogated for a zero or not zero condition. 
If a zero is present, the exponent modify required 
latch is turned on. The presence of a zero at this time 
indicates that the high-order digit of the product is a 
zero. (See trigger 39 following for exception. ) 

2. Clear a flag bit (carry) after the first cycle if it is 
not the last multiply cycle, and if the high-order 
digit is not a zero. 

3. Set the high-order field mark flag bit if the high
order digit of the product is a zero. This in effect 
places the field mark of the product one place to 
the right of the position that would normally be 
the high-order digit position. Because of this con
dition, the PE must be decreased by one during 
the exponent modify operation. The exponent 
modify required latch ON controls the "subtract 
one" function. See Example 2, FLOATING MULTIPLY, 

Section 4. 
It should be noted that a field mark flag bit is 

placed in the normal high-order position of the 
product by trigger 41. Thus two field mark flag 

bits are present with the product. However, when 
the product is transferred to the PF address, the 
first field mark encountered stops the transmit 
operation (for the exception, see Trigger 39) and 
the high-order flag zero is not transmitted. 

Trigger 39 (01.62.39.1). 
1. Turns on the multiply correct flag latch if the ex

ponent modify correct latch is on and the high
order position of the product is not a zero. 

A special case exists when multiplying PF and QF 

fields containing digits such as 99901 X 19901 (see 
Example 5, FLOATING MULTIPLY, Section 4). These 
particular operands cause an 09 to be read out 
of the multiply table and set in D/B reg tens and 
units during trigger 35 time of the last multiply 
cycle. Trigger 37 resets D/B reg units and transfers 
D/B reg tens (the zero) to D/B reg units. The zero 
in D/B reg units during trigger 38 time satisfies the 
conditions necessary for turning on the exponent 
modify required latch and for setting a field mark 
flag bit with the digit that is immediately right of 
the high-order position of the product. However, 
during the previous trigger 40 time a carry was 
developed so that a one was placed in the high
order position of the product. During the next 
trigger 41 time, a field mark flag bit is set in the 
high-order position of the product. There are now 
two field mark flag bits in the product, one with 
the proper high-order digit and one with the digit 
immediately to the right of the high-order digit. 
It is necessary to do the following: 

a. Turn off the exponent modify required latch 
during the last trigger 39 time before exiting 
to the exponent modify mode to prevent chang
ing the exponent (PE). This is accomplished by 
turning on the floating multiply correct latch 
during trigger 39 time. 

b. Clear the flag from the next to high-order posi
tion during the result transmit mode and block 
FP exit to allow the high-order digit to be trans
ferred. 

c. Turn off the multiply correct flag latch to allow 
the normal set flag for field definition and FP 

exit to take place during the result transmit 
mode operation. 

NOTE: During the basic multiply operation, PR-l is 
used (after the product area clearing operation) to 
retain the location in the product area to which the first 
product digit is added, as each new multiplier digit is 
obtained. PR-l initially contains 00099 and is decre
mented (-1) each time a new multiplier digit is ob
tained. Thus, at the end of the basic multiply operation, 
PR-l contains the address of 99 minus the number of 
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digits in the multiplier, or 99-L in terms of floating 
multiply. The address in PR-l (99-L) is transferred 
to OR-l during the exponent modify exit operation, for 
use during the result transmit mode. The address in 
PR-l (99-L) is transferred to OR-l bypassed if no ex
ponent modify is required, and is transferred to OR-l 
incremented (100-L) if an exponent modify is re
quired. See EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09), Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Entry (03/09) 

OBJECTIVE AND FUNCTIONS 
The exponent modify entry function is a control and 
address set up operation to prepare for the exponent 
modify operation that follows. The address in OR-5 is 
transferred into OR-2 and OR-3 bypassed. OR-2, OR-3, 
and OR-5 then contain the address of the units position 
of the result exponent (PE). The high/plus, equal! zero, 
and 1st cycle triggers are turned on as in a basic add 
operation E cycle entry because the exponent modify 
operation is essentially an add or subtract operation 
involVing the result exponent (PE). 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Entry Latch (01.66.80.1). 
. 1. Turned on by an exit from a multiply mode or 

divide mode operation. 
2. Turns off the multiply or divide mode latch. 
3. Provides gates for accomplishing various functions 

during trigger 24 and 25 time. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 
5. Turned off by the exponent modify mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-5 into MAR (PE units). 
2. Resets (clear) OR-I, OR-2, and OR-3. 
3. Writes from MAR into OR-2, OR-3, and OR-5 

bypassed. 
4. Causes a change mode function which: 

a. Forces an I cycle reset. 
b. Turns on the T/C trigger (true). 
c. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
d. Turns off the zero fIll mode latch. 

5. Turns on the high/plus auxiliary latch if the basic 
high/plus trigger is on. The sign of PF is preserved 
in the auxiliary latch. The basic high/plus trigger 
is thereby freed for use during the exponent modi
fy mode operation. 

6. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (0l.68.24.1). 
1. Blocks MAR reset to prevent a VRC (vertical re

dundancy check) error. 
2. Turns on the high/plus trigger. 
3. Turns on the equal/zero trigger. 

3.4 

4. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
5. Exit to exponent modify mode by turning on the 

exponent modify mode latch. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09) 

The exponent modify mode is entered from the expo
nent modify entry operation. The exponent modify 
operation is essentially an add or subtract operation. 
If the exponent modify required latch is off, zeros are 
added to or subtracted from the result exponent (PE) 
which causes no actual modifIcation of the exponent. 
If the exponent modify required latch is on, a one is 
subtracted from the exponent for a multiply operation, 
or a one is added to the exponent for a divide operation. 

OBJECTIVES 
1. Make no changes in the exponent (PE) if the ex

ponent modify required latch is off. 
2. Subtract a one from the result exponent (PE) for 

a multiply operation if the exponent modify re
quired latch is on. 

3. Add one to the result exponent (PE) for a divide 
operation if the exponent modify required latch is 
on. 

FUNCTIONS 
The add or subtract functions are carried out by trig
gers 21, 12, 13, 14, and the recomplement triggers, if 
required. Note that trigger 21 is used in place of trigger 
11. Eight memory cycles, four per digit, are required 
to modify the result exponent. Eight additional memory 
cycles will take place if a recomplement operation is 
required. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Mode Latch (01.66.80.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the exponent 

modify entry mode operation. 
2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns off trigger 11. 
4. Blocks trigger 11 being turned on by trigger 14. 
5. Turns on trigger 21. 
6. Turned off by the exponent modify exit latch. 

Trigger 21 (01.60.31.1). 
No exponent modify required - Multiply 

1. Resets D/B reg units. 
2. Sets a C bit in D/B reg units on fIrst cycle. 
3. Turns on fIeld mark no. 1 trigger and sets a C in 

D/Breg units on second cycle. 
4. Turns off the T / C trigger (complement) on first 

cycle. 

Exponent modify required - Multiply 

5. Resets D/B reg units. 



6. Sets a 1 bit in n/R reg units. 
7. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger and sets a C bit 

in n /B reg units on second cycle. 
8. Turns off the T / C trigger (complement) on first 

cycle. 

No exponent modify required - Divide 
9. Same as items 1, 2, and 3. 

Exponent modify required - Divide 
10. Same as items 5, 6, and 7. 

Triggers 12 and 13 (01.60.12.1 and 01.60.13.1). For the 
functions of triggers 12, 13, and the other basic func
tions of trigger 14, the recomplement triggers, if 
needed, and the auxiliary triggers associated with a 
basic add or subtract operation, see pages 11 and 12 
in the Function charts, Instructional System Diagrams 
(Form 227-5631). Also see the CE Manual of Instruc
tion (Form 227-5647), Section 10, ARITHMETIC OPER

ATIONS. 

Trigger 14 (01.60.14.1). 
For last add cycle: 

1. Exits to exponent modify exit by turning on the 
exponent modify exit latch. 

2. Turns on the overflow/underflow latch if the 
operation is performed in the true mode, a carry 
out occurs, and the high/plus trigger is on 
(> +99). 

3. Turns on the overflow/underflow latch and the 
underflow / equal zero latch if the operation is 
performed in the true mode, a carry out occurs, 
and the high/plus trigger is off ( < -99). 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09) 

OBJECTIVES 

The exponent modify exit function is a control and 
address set up operation which prepares for the digit 
force mode or result transmit mode function that fol
lows, and determines which function is to follow. 

FUNCTIONS 

The address in OR-2 is placed in PR-3 bypassed. PR-3 
then contains the address of the units digit of PF. The 
address in PR-1 (99-L) is placed in OR-1 incremented 
(100-L) if the operation is multiply and exponent mod
ify is required. The address in PR-1 (99-L) is placed in 
OR-1 bypassed (99-L) if the operation is divide, or if 
the operation is multiply and no exponent modify is 
required. The operation then exits to the function deter
mined by the status of the overflow / underflow or under
flow/equal zero latches. For details on how PR-l is 
initially set to 99-L see MULTIPLY MODE under FLOAT

ING MULTIPLY and DIVIDE ENTRY under FLOATING DIVIDE, 

Section 3. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Exit Latch (01.66.81.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 14 time of the last ex

ponent modify cycle (last add cycle). 
2. Turns off the exponent modify mode latch. 
3. Provides gates for various functions during trigger 

24 and 25 time. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-2 into MAR. OR-2 contains the address 

of the units digit of PF. 

2. Writes back OR-2 bypassed. 
3. Writes into PR-3 from MAR bypassed. 
4. Turns off the high/plus trigger. 
5. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
6. Turns on 1st cycle trigger. 
7. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 

1. Reads PR-1 into MAR (99-L). 
2. Writes into OR-1 from MAR incremented if the 

operation is multiply and an exponent modify is 
required. OR-1 now contains the address of the 
lowest-order product digit (l00-L) to be trans
mitted from the product area to the PF address. 

3. Writes into OR-1 from MAR bypassed if the oper
ation is divide, or if the operation is multiply and 
no exponent modify is required. OR-l now con
tains the address of the lowest-order product or 
quotient digit (99-L) to be transmitted from the 
product area to the PF address. 

4. Turns on the high/plus trigger if the high/plus 
auxiliary latch is on. The sign of PF was saved in 
the high/plus auxiliary latch during the exponent 
modify entry operation. 

5. Exit to result transmit mode if neither the over
flow /underflow or the underflow / equal zero latch 
is on. 

6. Exit to digit force mode if either the overflow /un
derflow or the underflow/equal zero latch is on. 

Result Transmit Mode (03/09) 

The result transmit mode (03/09) is entered during 
trigger 25 time of the exponent modify exit operation 
if neither the overflow/underflow or underflow/equal 
zero triggers are on thus indicating that the result ex
ponent (PE) is not greater than +99 or less than -99. 

OBJECTIVE 

1. Transmit the resulting product or quotient in the 
product area per OR-l to the PF field per OR-2. 

2. Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence when the entire field has been transmitted. 
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FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 26, 27, and the result transmit mode latch per
form a transmit field operation. In the case of divide, 
the quotient is always located at address 99-L and 
this address per OR-l is used for the result transmit 
operation. If the operation is multiply, the result trans
mit will either be from address 99-L (per OR-I) in the 
case where no exponent modify was required, or frol1l 
100-L (per OR-I) in the case where exponent modify 
was required because of a high-order zero in the prod
uct. Also in the case of multiply, a sign flag bit is placed 
in the units position of the PF field in accordance with 
the status of the high/plus trigger. In a divide operation 
the sign will already be with the units position of the 
quotient in the product area and will be transmitted 
with it. 

For an explanation of the special case multiply 
(99901 X 199(1), see Trigger 27 following. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Result Transmit Mode Latch (01.66.40.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the exponent 

modify exit operation. 
2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turns on trigger 26. 
6. Turned off by FP reset. 

Trigger 26 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-l (product area) 

and stores the digit in MDR. 
2. After the first cycle, turns on field mark no. 1 trig

ger when the end of the product or quotient field 
in the product area is reached. 

3. Writes back OR-l decremented. 
4. Turns off the multiply correct flag latch on the 

extra trigger 26 cycle caused by the multiply cor
rect flag latch being on. 

5. Turns on trigger 27. 

Trigger 27 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Blocks reset of MDR (Read Y). 
2. Reads out of memory per OR-2 with either the odd 

or even sense ampliers blocked (Read Y), depend
ing on whether the OR-2 address is odd or even, 
to clear the memory location. 

3. Sets or clears a flag bit (sign) in MDR depending 
upon the status of the high/plus trigger. 

4. Transfers the contents of MDR to MBR (Read Y) 
and writes the contents of MBR into memory per 
OR-2. 

5. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2-D3). 
6. Exit to I cycle entry if field mark no. 1 is on and 

the multiply correct flag latch is off. 

3.6 

_ II! the special multiply case condition (999(}J X 
19901 ), the first field mark encountered by trigger 
26 is associated with the digit immediately right 
of the high-order digit and is not the actual field 
mark flag bit. With the multiply correct flag latch 
on, the flag is cleared by trigger 27, the exit to I 
cycles is blocked, and trigger 26 is turned on to 
read out the actual high-order digit with its asso
ciated field mark flag bit. The high-order digit 
with its flag bit is transmitted to the PF field per 
OR-2. The operation then exits to I cycle entry for 
the next operation in sequence. 

Digit Force 

See FLOATING ADD, OR SUBTRACT, Section 3. 

MUltiplying by Zero (00 ... 099) 

Multiplying by zero is a legal arithmetic operation. 
However, a special case exists when multiplication by 
zero is attempted in the floating point mode and the 
exponent of the multiplicand (PE) is 60 or 00. 

The follo~ing example describe~ w~~t occurs when 
PF and PE=24600 and QF and QE=00099. The example 
further describes a circuit that is not shown in the CE 
Instructional System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

NOTE: An exponent check should not occur at FP exit 
time when a multiplication by zero is accomplished. 

Given, a multiplicand (PF and PE) such as 24600 and 
a multiplier (QF and QE) of machine zero, 00099. 

1. The exponent add mode operation results in a PE 
of -99 (99) which is a valid exponent. 

2. The basic multiply operation does not turn off 
the basic equal! zero trigger (turned on by trigger 
32) because the product digits are zeros. 

3. The floating multiply mode operation turns on the 
exponent modify required latch during trigger 38 
time (high-order zero) and, during the last trigger 
19 time, accomplishes three functions. 
a. Turns on the underflow/equal zero latch to sig

nal that a digit force (machine zero) operation 
is to take place follOWing the exponent modify 
exit operation. This sets the product (PF and 
PE) to machine zero. 

b. Turns off the overflow/underflow latch. This 
latch is not on for this specific example. How
ever, for any negative PE other than 00 the 
overflow /underflow latch would have been 
turned on during the exponent add mode and 
this function would turn it off to prevent the 
exponent check latch from being turned on at 
FP exit time, thus indicating an erroneous ex
ponent check error. 



c. NEW CIRCUIT. Turns off the exponent modify re
qUired latch to prevent a modification of PE 
( -99) during the exponent modify mode oper
ation. This in turn prevents the overflow /under
flow latch from being turned on because, if PE 
(-99) is modified [-99-( +1) = -100] a 
carry out during the exponent modify mode 
operation will turn on the overflow/underflow 
latch and in turn cause the exponent check 
latch to be turned on at FP exit time thereby 
indicating an erroneous exponent check. 

It should be noted that, with a PE other than 
00 or 06, an overflow wou.ld not normally occur 
during the exponent modify mode. Any nega
tive PE other than 66 will cause an overflow con
dition during the exponent add mode operation. 
However, during the last trigger 19 time of the 
multiply mode operation, the overflow /under
flow latch is turned off, thereby preventing an 
erroneous exponent check. See item b. given 
previously. 

floating Divide 

For a floating divide operation, QE is algebraically sub
tracted from PE. The resulting difference replaces PE. PF 
is divided by QF and the quotient, developed in the 
product area, is transmitted to the PF field thus replac
ing PF. PF is normalized and PE is modified, as required, 
after division. 

The operations described in the preceding paragraph 
are carried out in eleven steps: 

1. Exponent add or subtract mode (Function chart 
on page 45'" ). 

2. Fraction compare mode (Function chart on page 
59'" ). 

3. False transmit mode (Function chart on page 
60'" ). 

4. Load dividend entry (Function chart on page 
61'" ). 

5. Load dividend (Function chart on page 20"'. 
Basic operation). 

6. Divide entry (Function chart on page 62'" ). 

7. Divide mode (Function chart on pages 22'" 
through 25"'. Basic operation). 

8. Exponent modify entry (03/09) (Function chart 
on page 51"'). 

"'These function charts are in the Customer Engineering 
Instructional System Diagrams, 1620 Data Processing 
System (Form 227-5631). 

9. Exponent modify mode (03/09) (Function chart 
on page 52'" ). 

10. Exponent modify exit (03/09) (Function chart on 
page 53"'). 

11. Result transmit mode (03/09) or digit force, de
pending upon whether a zero quotient is developed 
Or if the resulting exponent is greater than + 99 
or less than -99 (Function charts on pages 63'" 
or 55"'). 

Section 4, EXAMPLES, contains a data flow chart for 
the divide operation and examples of divide problems 
with various representative F and E values and signs. 

Exponent Add or Subtract Mode 

See FLOATING MULTIPLY 

Fraction Compare Mode 

Fraction compare mode is entered from exponent add 
or subtract mode when the operation code is 09-divide. 

OBJECTIVE 

Compare the absolute""" value of PF per OR-2 to the 
absolute value of QF per OR-1 to determine if PF is 
greater than or equal to QF, or if PF is less than QF. This 
comparison determines whether the dividend is loaded 
into 100-L or 99-L. 

FUNCTIONS 

The fraction compare operation is accomplished using 
triggers 11, 12, 13, 14, and the associated auxiliary 
triggers to perform essentially a basic comparison oper
ation. The only difference is that the comparison is not 
performed algebraically but is performed on the ab
solute values of PF and QF. To cause a comparison of 
absolute values, the control of the T / C trigger by the 
signs of PF and/or QF is inhibited. Thus a complement 
operation is always performed. The status of the 
high/plus trigger at the end of the compare operation 
is used to determine the product area location into 
which the dividend is placed by the load dividend 
operation. It should be noted that the high/plus trigger 
is turned on at the beginning of the compare operation 
and when field mark no. 2 is reached, the status of the 
high/plus trigger is determined by a carry out or no 
carry out condition during trigger 13 time. If PF i~ 
grea~ tha!!..2!,,~9E_~U~_9!.J~L~~..!he load dividen 
opera,tiQu-wilLloadthe"dixidtmd. . ro uct area 
at location 100-L. If PF . han F H P off the 

o~.d.~<J)E:JQ .. tQ~,~d.!!ct area" at l?~ . 

'" "'Numerical value disregarding algebraic signs. 
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TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Fraction Compare Entry Latch (01.67.10.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 14 last add cycle of the ex

ponent add or subtract mode operation. 
2. Turns off the Tic trigger (complement). 
3. Causes a change mode function which: 

a. Forces an I cycle reset. 
b. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
c. Attempts to turn on the Tic trigger (true), 

however, the timing is such that item 2 holds 
the Tic trigger in the OFF status. 

4. Turns on the fraction compare mode latch. 

Fraction Compare Mode Latch (01.67.10.1). 
1. Turns off the exponent add mode latch. 
2. Blocks any change in the status of the Tic trigger. 

A fraction (PF or QF) sign flag bit, if present, can
not change the status of the Tic trigger during 
trigger 11 or 12 time. 

3. Forces a basic code 24 compare operation by 
turning on trigger 11. 

4. Exit to false transmit mode on the last add cycle 
of the compare operation. 

False Transmit Mode 

The false transmit mode is entered from the fraction 
compare mode during trigger 14 time of the last add 
cycle. 

OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS 

Scan the PF field per OR-3 (PF units) for the presence 
of an MDR F bit (field mark of PF) and count the num
ber of digit positions in PF by setting 00100 in MAR, 
decrementing the address in MAR into PR-2 on the first 
cycle, and then decrementing PR-2 for every digit cycle 
until the field mark is encountered. The exponent mod
ify required latch is turned on if the Hip trigger is ON 

(from the preceding fraction compare mode). The 
exponent modify required latch then controls which 
address (100-L or 99-L) is used by the load dividend 
operation for loading the dividend into the product 
area. Exit to load dividend entry when field mark no. 1 
trigger is on. At the end of the operation, PR-2 contains 
the address of 100-L. 

Trigger 24 performs the scan of PF per OR-3 and 
trigger 25 sets 00100 in MAR, decrementing MAR into 
PR-2, and decrementing PR-2 uhtil the field mark is 
encountered. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

False Transmit Mode Latch (01.67.20.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 14 of the last compare cycle 

of the fraction compare operation. 
2. Turns off the fraction compare mode latch. 
3. Blocks the turn on of triggers 11, 21, 23, and 42. 
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4. Turns on the exponent modify required latch if the 
high/plus trigger is on. The exponent modify 
latch controls two functions when on: 
a. During the load dividend operation, the ad

dress (100-L) in PR-2 is written into OR"2 by
passed, thus OR-2 contains the address 100-L. 
If the latch is off, the address in PR-2 is written 
into OR-2 decremented, thus OR-2 contains the 
address 99-L. 

b. During the exponent modify mode operation, 
a "one" is added to the exponent. If the latch is 
off, a "zero" is added, thus the exponent is not 
modified. 

5. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
6. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
7. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1) 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-3 (starting with PF 

units) and stores the digit in MDR. 
2. After first cycle, turn on field mark no. 1 trigger 

if an MDR F bit is present. 
3. Writes back OR-3 decremented. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
First cycle: 

1. Resets (clears) PR-2. 
2. Sets 00100 in MAR. 
3. Writes from MAR into PR-2 decremented. 
4. Turns off 1st cycle trigger (W2-D3 ). 

Second and subsequent cycles: 

5. Reads PR-2into MAR. 
6. Writes back PR-2 decremented. 
7. Exits to load dividend entry if field mark no. 1 

trigger is on. 

Load Dividend Entry 

The load dividend entry mode is entered during trigger 
25 time of the false transmit mode if field mark no. 1 
trigger is on. The load dividend entry is a control and 
address set up operation. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Set OR-2 to the product area address to which the -
units digit of the dividend is to be transmitted 
during the load dividend operation. 

2. Set OR-l to the address of the units digit of 
PF (dividend) which is to be transmitted to the 
product area per OR-2. 

FUNCTIONS 

Triggers 24, 25, and the load dividend mode latch are 
used in performing the control and address set up oper
ations. Trigger 24 clears various MARS registers and 



sets the product area address (lOO-L or 99-L) into 
OR-2. PR-2 retains the lOO-L address. Trigger 25 sets 
the address of the units digit of the dividend (PF) into 
OR-I. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Load Dividend Entry Latch (01.67.30.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the false 

transmit mode when field mark no. 1 trigger is on. 
2. Causes a change mode function which: 

a. Forces an I cycle reset. 
b. Turns on the Tic trigger (true). 
c. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
d. Turns off the zero fill mode latch. 

3. Provides gates for accomplishing various functions 
during trigger 24 and 25 time. 

4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the load dividend mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads PR-2 into MAR (lOO-L). 
2. Resets (clears) OR-I, OR-2, OR-3 and PR-1. 
3. Writes back PR-2 bypassed (lOO-L). 
4. Writes from MAR into OR-2 decremented (99-L) 

if the exponent modify required latch is off. 
5. Writes from MAR into OR-2 bypassed (lOO-L) if 

the exponent modify required latch is on. 
6. Turns on 1st cycle trigger. 
7. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
8. Turns off the false transmit mode latch. 
9. Developes the additional MARS address entry gate 

(R5-D8) making a total gate of T4-D15. 
10. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1) 
1. Reads PR-3 into MAR (PF units). 
2. Writes from MAR into OR-l bypassed. 
3. Turns on the load dividend mode latch. 

Load Dividend 

The load dividend mode is entered from the load divi
dend entry operation and forces a basic code 28 load 
dividend operation. 

Load Dividend Mode Latch (01.67.30.1). 
1. Forces a basic code 28 load dividend operation. 
For details of the basic code 28 operation, see the 

CE Manual of Instruction (Form 227-5647). 

Divide Entry 

Divide entry is entered from the load dividend oper
ation and is a control and address set up operation. 

OBJECTIVES AND FUNCTIONS 

The divide entry latch causes an I cycle reset and turns 
on the Tic trigger (true). Trigger 24 places, in OR-2 and 
OR-3, the address (lOO-L) of the dividend digit from 

which the units digit of the divisor is subtracted. Trig
ger 25 places the address of the units digit of the divisor 
(QF units) in OR-l and PR-l and turns on the divide 
mode latch. The divide mode latch initiates a basic code 
29 divide operation. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Divide Entry Latch (01.67.40.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 29 time of the load divi

dend operation. 
2. Causes a change mode function which: 

a. Forces an I-cycle reset 
b. Turns on the Tic trigger (true). 
c. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
d. Turns off the zero fill mode latch. 

3. Provides a gate for various functions with triggers 
24 and 25. 

4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the divide mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads PR-2 into MAR (lOO-L). 
2. Resets (clears) OR-I, OR-2, OR-3, and PR-1. 
3. Writes from MAR into PR-2 bypassed. 
4. Writes from MAR into OR-2 and OR-3 bypassed. 

OR-2 and OR-3 contain the address (lOO-L) of 
the dividend digit from which the first divisor digit 
( QF units) is to be subtracted. 

5. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-4 into MAR (units digit of the divisor: 

QF units). 
2. Writes from MAR into OR-l bypassed. 
3. Writes from MAR into PR-l bypassed. 
4. Turns on the divide mode latch. 

Divide Mode 

The divide mode is entered from the divide entry oper
ation and forces a basic code 29 divide operation. 

Divide Mode Latch (01.67.40.1). 
1. Forces a basic code 29 divide operation. 
2. Turned off by the exponent modify entry latch. 

NOTE: The first quotient digit developed during the 
divide operation is stored one position to the left of the 
dividend position from which the high-order digit of 
the divisor is subtracted. 

NOTE: During trigger 14 time of the last divide add 
cycle (last divide cycle AND divide add), the address 
written back into OR-2 is the address of the units quo
tient digit. During this same trigger 14 time, PR-l is 
cleared and the address of the units quotient digit per 
OR-2 is written into PR-1. PR-l thus contains the ad
dress (99-L) of the units digit of the quotient. See 
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Function chart p. 62 (Form 227-5631). The address in 
PR-l is transferred to OR-l during the exponent modify 
exit operation for use during the result transmit oper
ation. 

For details of the basic code 29 operation, see the 
CE Manual of Instruction (Form 227-5647) . 

Exponent Modify Entry 103/09) 

See.FLOATING MULTIPLY 

Exponent Modify Mode 103/09) 

See FLOATING MULTIPLY 

Exponent Modify Exit 103/09) 

See FLOATING MULTIPLY 

Result Transmit Mode 103/09) 

See FLOATING MULTIPLY 

Digit Force 

See FLOATING ADD OR SUBTRACT 

Floating Add or Subtract 
For a floating add or subtract operation, PE is compared 
with QE to determine if the exponents are of equal value 
or if one is greater (algebraically) than the other. The 
algebraic difference between PE and QE is designated 
"d." 

Depending on L (length of the operands) and the 
value of d, the appropriate field is shifted to align deci
mal pOints before the addition of PF and QF is performed. 

If d = 0 (PE = QE), nD shift is made. 
If d > 0 (PE > QE) and the difference (d) is less 

than the length (L) of the operands, QF is, in effect, 
shifted d pDsitions to the right before being added to 
PF. The number of low-order digits in QF equal to d 
are lost as the shift is made. 

If d < 0 (PE < QE) and the absolute value of d is 
less than L, PF is shifted d positions to the right before 
QF is added to it. The number of low-order digits in PF 
equal to the absolute value of d are lost when PF is 
shifted. 

If d > 0 Dr d < 0 and in both cases if d or Idl (ab
solute value of d) is greater than L, the shift of PF or 
QF causes PF or QF tD be shifted beYDnd the available 
result field which is L digits in length. In this case, the 
fraction being shifted is cDnsidered insignificant in rela
tiDn to the remaining fraction and the remaining frac
tiDn is declared the result withDut alteratiDn ( except for 
a possible sign change). 

FDllDwing the alignment .of decimals, the fractiDn add 
(or subtract) takes place. 
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If there is no carry out from the high-order position, 
Dr if the high-order result digit is nDt a zerD, the frac
tiDn dDes nDt need tD be nDrmalized and the flDating 
add Dr subtract DperatiDn is cDmplete. 

If a carry out from the high-order pDsitiDn occurs, 
the fractiDn must be normalized by shifting it tD the 
right so that the carry pDsitiDn fits intD the available 
result field length, and the expDnent must be mDdified 
( + 1) SD that it reflects the increased positional value 
of the fraction caused by the carry out. 

If the resultfractiDn cDntains a high-Drder zero (and 
possibly mDre than one) but dDes not contain all zerDS, 
the fractiDn must be normalized by shifting it tD the 
left a number .of. places equal tD the number of high
.order zeros. The exponent must be decreased by an 
amDunt equal tD the number .of high-order zerDS so that 
the expDnent reflects the decreased pDsitiDnal value of 
the fractiDn caused by the high-order zero Dr zerDs. 

If the result fractiDn cDntains all zeros, machine zerD 
is forced intD the result fractiDn field immediately after 
the fraction add (or subtract) .operation. 

Functions charts fDr flDating add Dr subtract are in 
the InstructiDnal System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 
The Function chart page numbers in the follDwing list 
are not necessarily in the .order in which they are used 
because the varied paths available depend upon the 
numerical values and signs .of the fractions and ex
pDnents invDlved and upDn the .operation (add Dr sub
tract) being performed. 

1. ExpDnent CDmpare mDde ............. page 45 
2. Exponent transmit mDde . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 46 
3. Scan mDde (P, Q, Dr zero) ............ page 47 
4. Shift mDde (ris.ht/left/ 

shift right and 1 fill) ................. page 48 
5. ZerD fill ............................ page 49 
6. Result transmit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 63 
7. Fraction add . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 50 
8. Exponent modify entry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 51 
9. ExpDnent mDdify mDde . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 52 

10. Exponent mDdify exit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 53 
11. Overflow /underflDw and 

underflDw / equal zerD .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 54 
12. Digit force . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. page 55 
Section 4, EXAMPLES, cDntains a data flDW chart fDr 

the flDating add Dr subtract .operation and examples .of 
additiDn problems with variDUS representative F and E 
values and signs. 

Exponent Compare Mode lOp Code 01 or 02) 

OBJECTIVES 
CDmpare QE specified by the Q address (OR-I) tD PE 
specified by the P address (OR-2) tD determine if PE 
is higher than, equal tD, Dr less than QE with signs taken 
intD cDnsideration. 



FUNCTIONS 

The high, equal, or low condition of the 2-digit PE field, 
specified by OR-2, relative to the two-digit QE field, 
specified by OR-I, is established, considering signs. 
Both fields remain unchanged after the comparison has 
been completed. 

Four memory cycles are required to compare each 
position of the two fields as follows: 

1. One digit from the Q field ( QE) is read from mem
ory per OR-l to the units position of the digit 
branch register. 

2. The corresponding digit of the P (PE) field is read 
from memory per OR-2 to MDR. 

3. The P field digit is transferred from MDR to the 
tens position of MAR and the digit stored in the 
digit/branch register is complemented (tens com
plement in units position, nines complement in 
other positions) and placed in the units position 
of MAR. This manufactured address with a 3 
placed in the hundreds position of MAR is used 
to read the one digit difference from the add table 
in memory to MDR. 

4. The difference digit in MDR is not written back 
into memory but is written into CR-l for later use 
as a counter to determine how far PF or QF must be 
shifted to align the decimal points if alignment 
is needed. The fourth cycle decrements the P 
address (OR~2) in preparation for the next com
pare cycle. 

The comparison proceeds serially, one digit at a time, 
from low-order to high-order digits of the compared 
fields until the operation is terminated by a flag bit 
(field mark no. 2) in the high-order position of the 
P field (PE). The comparison is performed internally 
by subtraction of the Q field (QE) from the P field (PE). 

RESULTING AUXILIARY TRIGGER (INDICATOR) STATUS 

Condition (Algebraic) Indicators 
High/Plus Equal/Zero 

PE greater than QE (PE > QE ) 

PE less than QE (PE < QE ) 

PE equal to QE (PE=QE) 

ON 

OFF 

OFF 

PE = Two-digit exponent in field at P address 
QE = Two-digit exponent in field at Q address 

OFF 

OFF 

ON 

If the comparison of PE and QE results in an algebraiC 
difference greater than 99, the D>99 latch is turned on 
to control the scan operation that follows. 

If the comparison (algebraic subtraction) of PE and 
QE results in a complement figure stored in CR~l 
( counter), the counter complement latch is turned on 
to control whether CR-1 is incremented or decremented 
in the scan operation that follows. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

The exponent compare function is initiated when trig
ger 8 of the I cycle turns on the exponent add mode 
latch. 

Exponent Add Mode Latch (01.66.10.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 8. 
2. Forces a basic compare operation (code 24). 
3. Turns on trigger 11 for first memory cycle of the 

compare operation. 
4. Turned off by the mode or entry latch of the fol

lowing operation. 
5. Turned off by floating point reset. 

Trigger 11 (01.60.11.1). 
1. Turns on first cycle trigger. 
2. Reads out of memory per OR-l (QE) and stores 

the digit in D/B reg units. 
3. Resets OR-4 to clear it for receiving the address of 

the units digit of QE later in the memory cycle. 
4. Resets OR-5 to clear it for receiving the address 

of the units digit of PE during trigger 12 time. 
5. Resets CR-1 (counter) to clear it for receiving the 

difference digits (PE-QE) during the two trigger 
13 times. 

6. Resets PR-2 and PR-3 to clear them for receiving 
the address of the units digit of PF during trigger 
14 time of the last add cycle. 

7. Writes from MAR into OR-4 bypassed on first 
MARS write time (R3-D2) to retain the address 
of the units digit of QE for later use if needed. 

8. Writes back OR-1 decremented on second MARS 
write time (W3-D2) for addreSSing the tens digit 
of QE on the next trigger 11 time. 

9. Turns on the T / C trigger if QE is negative. 

For second cycle: 

10. Turn on field mark no. 1 trigger. 

Trigger 12 (01.60.12.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-2 (PE) and stores 

the digit in MDR. 
2. Writes back OR-2 bypassed to retain the address 

of the units digit of PE for later use if needed. 

For first cycle: 

3. Writes from MAR into OR-5 bypassed to retain the 
address of the units digit of PE for later use if 
needed. 

4. Changes the status of the T / C trigger if PE is nega
tive. 

5. Turns off the high/plus trigger if PE is negative. 
6. Turns on the carry in trigger to obtain lOs comple

ment in units position if a complement operation 
is indicated (T / C trigger OFF). 
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For second cycle: 

7. Turns on field mark no. 2 trigger (field mark of PE). 

Trigger 13 (01.60.13.1). 
1. Develops and sets add table address in MAR. 
2. Reads out of memory per add table address and 

stores the digit in MDR. 
3. Turns on the carry out trigger if MDR contains 

an Fbit (carry). 
4. Resets D/Breg units and transfers the digit in MDR 

to D/B reg units. 

For first cycle: 

5. Writes the digit stored in O/B reg units into CR-l 
units. This stores the algebraic difference of the 
unit digits (PE-QE) for later use if needed. 

For second cycle: 

6. Resets O/B reg tens and transfers the digit in MBR
odd or MBR-even to D/B reg tens depending upon 
whether the address in MAR is odd or even. 

7. Writes the digit stored in O/B reg tens into CR-l 
tens. This stores the algebraic difference of the 
tens digit (PE-QE) for later use if needed. 

8. Sets a C bit (zero) into CR-l hundreds, thousands, 
and ten-thousands positions (to prevent a VRC 
error when CR-l is read out to MAR). 

9. Changes the status of the high/plus trigger if there 
is no carry out on the cycle in which field mark 
no. 2 is reached and it is a complement operation 
(T/C trigger OFF). 

10. Turns off the equal/zero trigger if the add table 
digit (in MDR) is not a zero. 

Trigger 14 (01.60.14.1). 
1. Reads into MAR from OR-2 (PE) and writes back 

OR-2 decremented. 
2. Turns on carry in trigger if the carry out trigger 

is on (due to an add table carry or a carry due to 
T / C switch 9 out, and the carry in trigger on). 

For first cycle: 

3. Turns on trigger 11 and turns off 1st cycle trigger 
if neither field mark no. 1 nor field mark no. 2 has 
been reached, and repeats the four memory cycles 
(triggers 11, 12, 13, and 14) for the tens position 
of PE and QE. 

For second cycle (last add cycle): 

NOTE: A recomplement operation is not performed 
at the end of a compare operation. It is possible for 
CR-l (counter) to contain the complement of the 
algebraic difference of PE and QE depending upon 
their respective signs.' If this condition exists, the 
counter complement latch is turned on and, when 
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CR-l is scanned, it is incremented instead of decre
mented. 

4. Resets OR-3 to clear it for receiving the address 
of the units position of PF for later use if needed. 

5. Writes from MAR into OR-3, PR-2, and PR-3 to 
preserve the units position address of PF for later 
use if needed. 

6. Turns on the counter comp latch if there is no 
carry out on a complement operation (CR-l con
tains a complement figure). 

7. Turns on the D>99 (d greater than 99) trigger 
if there is a carry out on a true (T / C trigger on) 
operation. This condition occurs if the algebraic 
difference of PE-QE is greater than 99. If the 
D>99 trigger is on and: 
a. PE>QE (high/plus on - equal/zero off), the 

normal exit to scan (Q)will take place. However, 
the MAR=O/CR-l=O (CR-l counter reaching 
zero) line is blocked and the scan will continue 
until the field mark flag bit of QF is detected 
and turns on the scan Q exit latch. With the 
scan Q exit latch on, the next trigger 25 time 
will cause the scan operation to exit to I cycle 
entry for the next instruction in sequence. No 
fraction add operation takes place, and the PF 
and PE fields remain unaltered in memory. PF is 
used as the sum or difference because the value 
of QF is considered to be insignificant in rela
tion to PF. 

b. PE<QE (high/plus and equal/zero triggers 
off), the normal exit to exponent transmit will 
take· place. Exponent transmit replaces PE with 
QE and then exits to scan mode (P ). The 
MAR=O/CR-l=O line is blocked and the scan 
of PF continues until the field mark F bit of PF 
is detected and turns on field mark no. 1 trig
ger. With field mark no. 1 trigger .on, the next 
trigger 25 time will cause the scan operation to 
exit to result transmit. The result transmit mode 
replaces PF with QF and then exits to I cycle 
entry for the next instruction in sequence. No 
fraction add operation takes place because PE 
and PF have been replaced by QE and QF in 
memory. QF is now used as the sum or difference 
because the value of PF is considered to be in
Significant in relation to QF. 

8. Exits to fraction add mode if the equal/zero trig
ger is on (PE = QE or d = 0), indicating that the 
decimal positions of PF and QF are aligned. 

9. Exits to scan mode (Q) if the high/plus trigger 
is on and the equal/zero trigger is off (PE > QE), 
indicating that the decimal positions of PF and QF 
are not aligned. The QF address (OR-l) is ad
justed to align the decimals. 



10. Exits to exponent transmit mode if the high/plus 
and equal/zero triggers are both off (PE < QE), 
indicating that the decimal positions are not 
aligned. PE is replaced by QE (exponent transmit) 
and PF is shifted to the right to align the decimals. 
The high-order positions of PF, vacated by the right 
shift, are filled with zeros (zero fill mode). . 

Scan Mode CQ) 

The scan mode (Q) is entered from exponent add mode 
(compare) when PE>QE, indicated by the high/plus 
trigger being on, and when the comparison does not 
result in a zero difference, indicated by the equal/zero 
trigger being off. These conditions indicate that PF is 
more Significant than QF and only the high-order digits 
of QF are to be added to PF. 

OBJECTIVES 
L Adjust OR-l so that it contains the address of the 

QF digit that is equivalent in significance to the 
lowest-order digit of PF. This, in effect, shifts QF 
to the right to align the PF imd QF decimals. 

2. End the operation by exiting to I cycle entry if 
the algebraic difference between PE and QE is 
greater than 99 or greater than the length of the 
QF field. In either case PF is considered to be the 
result. 

FUNCTIONS 
Scan mode (Q) scans through the Q field (QF), two 
memory cycles per digit using triggers 24 and 25, decre-
menting CR-l and looking for the CR-l counter being 
zero (MAR=O/CR-l=O), or for the presence of a flag 
bit (field mark of QF). If CR-l contains a complement 
figure (counter complement latch on), the scan will 
increment CR-l while looking for the counter being 
zero. 

OR-l is used to scan through the QF field. If the field 
mark flag bit of QF is encountered during the scan be
fore the CR-l counter reaches zero, there will be no 
digits in QF with equivalent significance to those in PF. 
Therefore, the result of the add or subtract operation is 
PF itself, and the operation can be terminated (exit to 
I cycle entry) after changing the status of the high/plus 
trigger, if necessary, to indicate the sign of the P field 
which is now the result. 

NOTE: The high/plus trigger is ON at the end of the 
fraction compare operation. This ON status is deter
mined by the comparison of the exponents. The ON 
status of the high/plus trigger directs the entry into the 
scan mode (Q) operation. If it is determined that there 
are no QF digits with equivalent Significance to those 
in PF (see preceding paragraph), the status of the 
high/plus trigger must be set to reflect the sign of PF. 

If the sign of PF is plus, the ON status of the high/plus 
trigger is not changed. If the sign of PF is negative, the 
high/plus trigger is turned off (see trigger 25, item 3, 
under TRIGGER FUNCTIONS following). 

There are two possible causes for exiting to I cycle 
entry: 

L If the algebraic differences between PE and QE is 
greater than 99 (PE-QE = d>99), the D>99 trig
ger is turned on. The D>99 trigger ON, blocks the 
MAR=O/CR-l=O line which, when up, indicates 
that the CR-l counter reached zero. Therefore, 
the scan continues until the field mark of QF is en
countered, causing the operation to be terminated 
as previously explained regardless of the counter 
reaching zero. 

2. If the algebraic difference between PE and QE is 
greater than the length of the QF field, for example, 
if the field of QF is five digits long and the algebraic 
difference of PE and QE is six, shifting QF six places 
to the right will shift QF beyond the significance of 
PF and the field mark of QF will be encountered 
before the counter (CR-l) goes to zero. In this 
case, PF and PE are considered to be the result, and 
the operation is terminated as preViously ex
plained. 

In the event that the counter reaches zero before the 
QF field mark flag bit is detected, the scan operation 
exits to fraction add. The address now in OR-l is 
the address of the QF digit which is equivalent in sig
nificance to the lowest-order digit of PF. The addition or 
subtraction of the fractions can now proceed in the 
normal 1620 manner. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 
The scan mode (Q) is initiated when trigger 14 of the 
last add cycle of the exponent compare operation turns 
on the scan entry latch and the scan Q latch. 

Scan Entry Latch (01.66.20.1). 

L Turned on during trigger 14 time of the last add 
cycle of the exponent compare operation. 

2. Turns on the scan mode latch. 

3. Turns on 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 

5. Turned off during the following memory cycle. 

Scan Q Latch (01.66.21.1). 

L Turned on by trigger 14 of the last add cycle of 
the exponent compare operation. 

2. Provides a gate for reading and writing OR-l and 
for turning on the scan Q exit latch if an MDR F 
bit (field mark of QF) is detected. 

3. Provides a gate for exiting to fraction add. 
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It should be noted that the scan Q latch remains ON 

for use during the fraction add operation. At the end 
of the fraction add mode operation, either exiting to 
I cycle entry or turning on the high-order zero control 
latch will turn off the scan Q latch. 

Scan Mode Latch (01.66.20.1)~ 
1. Turned on by the scan entry latch and remains on 

throughout the scan operation. 
2. Provides gates for performing various scan func

tions. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by the mode latch of the following 

function or by a floating point exit reset (FP reset). 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 

First cycle: 

2. Reads out of memory per OR-l and tests for an 
MDR F bit (sign of QF ). If an MDR F bit is pres
ent, turns on the scan minus latch to preserve the 
sign of QF for use during fraction add. At the end 
of the fraction add mode operation, either an exit 
to I cycle entry or an exit to scan mode (0) will 
turn off the scan minus latch. 

3. Writes back OR-l decremented. 

Second and subsequent cycles: 

4. Reads out of memory per OR-l and tests for an 
MDR F bit (field mark of QF). If an MDR F bit 
is present, turns on the scan Q exit latch for use 
during the next trigger 25 time to cause an exit to 
I cycle entry. 

5. Writes back OR-l decremented. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Turns off the decrement trigger (increment) if the 

counter complement latch is on. 
2. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. If the scan Q exit latch is on, reads out of memory 

per OR-2 (units position of PF) and checks for 
the sign of PF (MDR F bit). If an MDR F bit is 
present (minus sign) turns off the high/plus trig
ger. The high/plus trigger ON (plus) or OFF 

( minus) indicates the sign of PF. 

4. Reads CR-l into MAR and checks for MAR= 
O/CR-l=O which is taken from the output of the 
increment/ decrement switch (MAR address -+-1 
depending upon status of counter complement 
trigger). If the output of the increment/ decrement 
switch is zero (MAR=O/CR-l=O), exit to frac
tion add. 

5. Writes back CR-l incremented or decremented, 
depending upon the status of the counter comple
ment trigger. 

6. If the scan Q exit latch is on, exit to I cycle entry. 
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Exponent Transmit Mode 

The exponent transmit mode is entered from exponent 
compare when PE<QE, indicated by the high/plus trig
ger being off and the comparison not resulting in a zero 
difference, indicated by the equal/zero trigger being off. 
These conditions indicate that QF is more significant 
than PF and only the high-order digits of PF are to be 
added to QF. QE is taken as the exponent of the sum or 
difference, therefore, QE is transmitted to the location 
of PE and replaces PE. 

OBJECTIVE 

Transmit QE units and tens per OR-4 to the location of 
PE units and tens per OR-5. QE replaces PE which is lost. 

FUNCTIONS 

The transmittal of QE to PE requires four memory cycles, 
two for each digit. The flag bits for the sign, if any, and 
the field mark are transmitted with the digits. Triggers 
24 and 25 accomplish the operation. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Transmit Entry Latch (01.66.30.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 14 of the la8t exponent add 

cycle. 
2. Blocks turn on of trigger 11. 
3. Turns off the exponent add mode latch. 
4. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
5. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
6. Turns on the exponent transmit mode latch. 
7. Turned off by entry reset from the floating point 

arithmetic function that follows. 

Exponent Transmit Mode Latch (01.66.30.1). 
1. Turned on by the exponent transmit entry latch. 
2. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by the scan mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-4 (units position of 

QE on first cycle, tens position on second cycle) and 
stores the digit in MDR. 

2. Writes back OR-4 decremented. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1) 
1. Blocks reset of MDR (Read Y). 
2. Reads out of memory per OR-5 (units position 

of PE on first cycle, tens position on second cycle) 
with either the odd or even sense amplifiers 
blocked (Read Y), depending on whether the OR-5 
address is odd or even, to clear the memory loca
tion. 

3. Writes back OR-5 decremented. 
4. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y). 



5. Writes into memory per OR-5 from MBR. 
6. Turns off 1st cycle trigger at W2-D3 time. 

NOTE: The turn off of the 1st cycle trigger occurs 
late (W2-D3) in the first trigger 25 time. The turn 
on of the scan mode trigger in the floating point 
arithmetic function that follows is gated by R3-D4 
time which occurs before the turn off of the 1st 
cycle trigger by trigger 25. The scan mode there
fore cannot be entered during the first trigger 25 
time but must wait until the second trigger 25 
time when the 1st cycle trigger is off at R3-D4 
time. 

7. Exits to scan mode (P) on second cycle. 

Scan Mode (PI 
The scan mode (P) is entered from exponent transmit. 
Because the exponent compare operation indicated 
that PE<QE, the exponent transmit operation has re
placed PE with QE. It is further required that PF be 
shifted to the right because it is of less significance than 
QF and therefore only the high-order digits of PF are to 
be added to QF. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Adjust PR-2 so that it contains the address of the 
PF digit that is equivalent in Significance to the 
lowest-order digit of QF. This operation establishes 
the address of the low-order PF digit to which the 
low-order QF digit is to be added. 

2. Exit to the result transmit mode if the field mark 
of PF is reached before the CR-l counter goes to 
zero and brings up the MAR=O/CR-l=O line. 

3. Exit to the fraction add mode if the CR-l counter 
reaches zero (MAR = 0/ CR -1 = 0) before the field 
mark of PF is reached. 

FUNCTIONS 

Scan mode (P) scans through the P field (PF), two 
memory cycles per digit, using triggers 24 and 25. The 
CR-l counter is incremented and decremented, depend
ing upon the status of the counter complement latch, 
while looking for CR-l to reach zero (MAR=O/CR-l= 
0), or for the presence of a flag bit, (field mark no. 1 
trigger ON due to reaching the field mark of PF ). If the 
CR-l counter contains a complement figure, the counter 
complement latch is on, causing the scan to increment 
CR-1. 

PR-2 is used to scan through the PF field. If the CR"1 
counter reaches zero prior to reaching the field mark 
flag bit of PF, the scan operation exits to fraction add. 
The address in PR-2 at this time is the address of the 
PF digit which is equivalent in significance to the lowest
order digit of QF. The addition or subtraction of the P 
and Q fractions can now proceed in the normal 1620 
manner. 

If the field mark flag bit of PF is encountered prior 
to CR-l reaching zero, this indicates there are no digits 
in PF with equivalent significance to those in QF. There
fore, QF is declared to be the result of the floating point 
add or subtract operation. The QF field must be trans
mitted to the PF field, thus replacing PF with QF which 
becomes the result. The result transmit mode accom
plishes the transmission of the QF field to the PF field. 

There are two possible causes for exiting to result 
transmit mode: 

1. The algebraic difference between PE and QE is 
greater than the length of PF. For example, if the 
field of PF is five digits long and the algebraic 
difference of PE and QE is six, shifting PF six places 
to the right will shift PF beyond the significance 
of QF, and the field mark of PF will be encountered 
before the counter (CR-l) goes to zero. 

2. The algebraic difference between PE and QE is 
greater than 99. In this case the D>99 latch is 
turned on, which in turn blocks the MAR=O/CR-
1=0 line. With MAR=O/CR-l=O blocked, the 
scan proceeds until the field mark of PF is en
countered (field mark no. 1 trigger on). 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

The scan mode (P) is initiated when trigger 25 of the 
exponent transmit operation turns on the scan entry 
latch. 

Scan Entry Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the second 

exponent transmit cycle. 
2. Turns on the scan mode latch. 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turned off during the following memory cycle. 

Scan Mode Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Turned on by the scan entry latch and remains 

on throughout the scan operation. 
2. Provides gates for performing various scan func

tions. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by the mode latch of the following 

function. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 

First cycle: 

2. Reads out of memory per PR-2 (PF units) and 
tests for an MDR F bit (sign of PF ). If an MDR F 
bit is present, turns on the scan minus latch to 
preserve the sign of PF for use during the shift 
mode (right) operation. 

3. Writes back PR-2 decremented. 
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Second and subsequent cycles: 

4. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and tests for an 
MDR F bit (field mark of PF). If an MDR F bit 
is present, turns on field mark no. 1 trigger for use 
during the next trigger 25 time to cause an exit to 
the result transmit mode. 

5. Writes back PR-2 decremented. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
l. Turns off the decrement trigger (increment) if the 

counter complement latch is on. 
2. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 
3. If field mark no. 1 trigger is on, exit to the result 

transmit mode. 
4. Reads CR-l into MAR and checks for MAR=O/ 

CR-l=O which is taken from the output of the in
crement/ decrement switch (MAR address +1 de
pending upon status of counter complement latch). 
If the output of the increment/decrement switch 
is zero (MAR=O/CR-l=O), exit to shift mode 
(right) . 

NOTE: Only the output of the units and tens position 
of MAR, through the incr / decr switch, is checked. 

5. Write back CR-l incremented or decremented de
pending upon the status of the counter comple
ment latch. 

Result Transmit Mode (01/02) 
The result transmit mode (01/02) is entered from scan 
mode (P) during trigger 25 time when field mark no. 
1 trigger is on (field mark of PF), thus indicating that 
PF is not significant in relation to QF. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Transmit the QF field to the PF field including sign, 
if any, and field mark. 

2. Exit to I cycle entry when the entire QF field has 
been transmitted to the PF field address. 

FUNCTIONS 

The QF field is transmitted to the PF field; two memory 
cycles per digit, using triggers 26 and 27. The sign of QF 

is checked and, if an operation code 01 Hoating add is 
being performed, the sign of QF becomes the sign of PF. 

If an operation code 02 Hoating subtract is being per
formed, the sign of QF is changed when QF is transmitted 
to the PF field. 

When the result transmit mode is entered, the 
high/plus trigger is off (result of exponent compare). 
DUring trigger 26 time of the result transmit operation 
the high/plus trigger is turned on if QF is negative and 
remains off if QF is positive. 

For Operation 01 Floating Add. The sign of QF becomes 
the result sign. During trigger 27 time, the status of 
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the high/plus trigger is changed. For example, if QF 

is positive, the high/plus trigger (off during trigger 
26 time) is· turned on. The ON status is then used to 
clear the Hag bit (if any) in MDR. If QF is negative, 

. the high/plus trigger (turned on during trigger 26 
time) is turned off. The OFF status is then used to set 
a Hag bit in MDR (sign of result fraction). 

For Operation Code 02 Floating Subtract. The sign of 
QF must be changed before it becomes the result sign. 
During trigger 27 time, the status of the high/plus 
trigger, set during trigger 26 time, is used to deter
mine the sign of the result fraction. If QF is negative, 
the ON status of the high/plus trigger is used to clear 
the Hag bit (1£ any) in MDR. If QF is positive, the OFF 

status of the high/plus trigger is used to set a sign 
Hag bit in MDR. This accomplishes the reversal of 
signs required by an algebraic subtraction. For ex
ample, if QF is negative and is subtracted from zero 
(PF insignificant), the sign of the subtrahend (QF) 

must be changed to positive (clear Hag). Likewise, 
if QF is positive and is subtracted from zero (PF insig
nificant), the sign of the subtrahend (QF) must be 
changed to negative (set Hag). 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Result Transmit Mode Latch (01.66.40.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the last scan 

of the previous scan mode operation and remains 
on throughout the transmit operation. 

2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turns off the scan mode latch. 
6. Turns on trigger 26. 
7. Turned off by FPreset. 

Trigger 26 (01.60.57.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-l (QF) and stores the 

digit in MDR. 

First cycle: 

2. Turns on the high/plus trigger if an MDR F bit 
is present (sign of QF ) . 

Second and subsequent cycles: 

3. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger when the end of 
the QF field is reached. 

4. Writes back OR-l decremented. 

Trigger 27 (01.60.57.1). 
l. Blocks reset of MDR(ReadY). 
2. Reads out of memory per OR-2 (PF) with either 

the odd or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), 
depending on whether the OR-2 address is odd 
or even, to clear the memory location. 



First cycle: 

3. For op code 01 (F ADD), changes the status of the 
high/plus trigger. 

4. Sets or clears a flag bit (sign) in MDR depending 
upon the status of the high/plus trigger. 

5. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-2. 

6. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 

NOTE: NOT M3 = CTR L2 is at +S. 

Second and subsequent cycles: 

7. Turns on FP exit latch and exits to I cycle entry 
when field mark no. 1 (QF) is reached during the 
previous trigger 26 time. 

Shift Mode (Right) Op Codes 01/02 

The shift mode (right) is entered from scan mode (P) 
during trigger 25 time when the CR-1 counter reaches 
zero (MAR=0/CR-1=0) prior to the scan reaching 
the field mark of PF. This condition indicates that PF 

must be shifted to the right to align the low-order sig
nificant digit of PF to the lowest-order digit of QF. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Transmit the Significant digits of PF per PR-2 to 
the location specified by PR-3. The address in PR-2 
was decremented to the address of the first low
order significant digit in PF during the preceding 
scan mode (P) operation. PR-3 contains the ad
dress of the original units position digit of PF. This 
address was placed in PR-3 during the exponent 
compare operation. 

2. Exit to zero fill mode when the end of the PF field 
is reached. 

FUNCI'IONS 

The PF digits per PR-2 are transmitted to the location 
designated by PR-3, two memory cycles per digit, using 
triggers 24 and 25. The sign of PF is determined by the 
status of the scan minus latch which was set during scan 
mode (P). If the scan minus latch is on, a flag bit will 
be set with the first digit transmitted to the PR-3 ad
dress. If the scan minus latch is off, a clear flag function 
occurs. 

It should be noted that the scan mode (P) operation 
may have left only one significant PF digit to be trans
mitted. In this case, this single digit is the high-order 
digit of the original PF field; it has the field mark flag 
bit associated with it and only this one digit is shifted. 
The fact that field mark no. 1 trigger is turned on is 
used to signal the exit to the zero fill mode. The sign 
of PF is set with the single digit depending upon the 
status of the scan minus trigger. If PF is positive, the 
field mark associated with the single digit is cleared by 
the clear flag function. 

TRIGGER FUNCI'IONS 

Shift Entry Latch (01.66.50.1). 
l. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the last scan 

mode (P) operation. 
2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turns on the shift mode latch. 

Shift Mode Latch (01.66.50.1). 
1. Turns off the scan mode latch. 
2. Provides gates for various trigger 24 and trigger 

25 functions. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by the zero fill mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1) 
l. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and stores the digit 

inMDR. 
2. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F 

bit is present (field mark of PF). 

3. Turns off the shift entry latch. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Blocks reset of MDR (Read Y). 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the odd 

or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), de
pending on whether the PR-3 address is odd or 
even, to clear the memory location. 

3. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
4. Turns on the flag bit trigger in MDR to set the 

sign of PF during the 1st cycle if the scan minus 
latch is on. 

5. Turns off the flag bit trigger (if on) in MDR if 
the scan minus latch is off (positive PF ), or if it is 
not the first cycle. 

6. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
digit into memory per PR-3. 

7. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2-D3). 
8. Exit to zero fill mode if the field mark of PF was 

detected (field mark no. 1 trigger on) during the 
previous trigger 24 time. 

Zero Fill Mode 
Zero fill mode is entered from shift mode (right) dur
ing trigger 25 time when field mark no. 1 trigger is on 
(field mark of PF) at the end of the operation that 
shifted PF to the right to align the lowest-order sig
nificant digits of PF and QF. 

OBJECTIVE 

l. Place zeros (C bits) in the PF positions vacated 
by the previous shift mode (right) operation. 
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FUNCTIONS 

Two cycles per digit are required, using triggers 24 and 
25. During trigger 24 cycles, the PF digit to be replaced 
is read out of memory per PR-3 and investigated for 
the presence of a field mark. PR-3 is written back by
passed. During trigger 25 cycles, the digit is again read 
out of memory per PR-3, MDR is reset (regardless of 
Read Y), and a C bit is placed in MDR to be written 
into memory per PR-3. When the field mark of PF is 
encountered, a Hag is set to mark the high-order posi
tion of PF. This location is the same as the original PF 

high-order digit location except that the location is now 
filled with a Hag zero (Hag bit alone) instead of the 
original Significant digit. 

The address in PR-3 at the beginning of the'zero fill 
mode operation is the address of the first position to 
the left of the high-order digit of the shifted PF, after 
PF is shifted to the right. This address is placed in PR-3 
during the last trigger 25 time of the shift mode. 

TRIGGER FUNGrIONS 

Zero Fill Mode Latch (01.66.60.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 25 of the shift mode (right) 

operation. 
2. Turns off shift mode latch. 
3. Provides a gate to accomplish various functions 

during trigger 24 and 25 time. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by the fraction add entry trigger. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-3 and stores the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns on field mark no. 2 trigger if an MDR F 

bit is present (field mark of PF ). 

3. Writes back PR-3 bypassed to retain the same 
address for filling in a zero during trigger 25 time. 

4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Resets MDR regardless of Read Y. 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the 

odd or the even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), 
depending on whether the PR-3 address is odd or 
even, to clear the memory location. 

3. Turns on the C bit trigger in MDR. 
4. Turns on the Hag bit trigger in MDR if field mark 

no. 2 trigger is on (field mark of PF). 

5. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y). If both a C bit 
and a flag bit are set in MDR, the C bit corrector 
will clear the C bit and only the Hag bit will reach 
MBR. 

6. Writes into memory per PR-3 from MBR. 
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7. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
8. Exit to fraction add mode if field mark no. 2 trigger 

is on (field mark of PF ) . 

Fraction Add Mode 

Fraction add mode is entered from one of three floating 
point arithmetic functions: 

1. Exponent compare where d = 0 (PE - QE = d). 
2. Scan mode (Q) where PE>QE and where at least 

one digit in QF is significant in relation to the digits 
in PF. 

3. Zero fill mode where PE<QE and where at least 
one digit in PF is significant in relation to the digits 
in QF. 

When the fraction add mode is entered, all initial 
adjustments to the exponents have been made, as re
qUired. The fractions have been shifted, as required, 
to align the decimal points (that is, the fractions have 
been shifted so that digits of equal significance are 
aligned). 

At the beginning of fraction add, OR-1 contains the 
address of the units position of QF. OR-2 and OR-3 con
tain the address of the units position of PF. Addition or 
subtraction of the fractions (PF and QF) can now take 
place in the normal 1620 manner. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Depending upon the operation code, add or sub
tract the fractions designated by OR-1 for QF and 
OR-2 for PF. 

2. Exit to I cycle entry if no normalizing shift left or 
right is indicated. The exit to I cycle entry is made 
when: 
a. The high-order digit of the sum or difference 

is not a zero. 
b. The sum or difference of the high-order digits 

does not produce a carry. 
3. Exit to exponent modify entry mode if a normal

izing shift right is indicated by the fraction add 
taking place in the true mode and there is a carry 
out from the high-order position during the add. 

4. Exit to scan mode (zero) if a normalizing shift 
left is indicated by the fraction add taking place 
in the complement mode, and the result contains 
a high-order zero. 

5. Exit to digit force mode if the entire result field 
(PF) is zero, which is indicated by the equal/zero 
trigger being on. 

FUNCTIONS 

The fraction add operation is essentially a basic 1620 
add or subtract operation and makes use of triggers 11, 
12, 13, and 14. Recomplement takes place normally, if 
necessary. The resulting indicator status directs the 
computer to one of four operations: 



1. No normalizing is required as defined in item 2 
under OBJECTIVES. 

2. A normalizing shift right is required as defined in 
item 3 under OBJECTIVES. 

3. A normalizing shift left is required as defined in 
item 4 under OBJECTIVES. 

4. A digit force operation is required as defined in 
item 5 under OBJECTIVES. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Fraction Add Entry Latch (01.66.70.1). 
1. Turned on by exit to fraction add mode from zero 

fill mode, exponent compare mode, or scan mode 
(Q). 

2. Turns off the scan mode trigger. 
3. Causes a change mode function which: 

a. Forces an I cycle reset. 
b. Turns on the Tic trigger (true). 
c. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
d. Turns off the zero fill mode latch. 

4. Turns off the Tic trigger (complement) if the 
operation code is 02-FSUB. 

5. Turns on the fraction add mode latch. 
6. Turned off when the next exit to I cycle entry takes 

place. 

Fraction Add Mode Latch (01.66.70.1). 
1. Turns off the exponent add mode latch. 
2. Forces a basic add operation code 21 which turns 

on trigger 11. 
3. Provides a gate (fraction add mode ANn scan Q) 

for accomplishing certain functions during trigger 
11 time. 

4. Provides a gate for use with various functions dur
ing trigger 14 time. 

Trigger 11 (01.60.11.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per OR-1 and stores the digit 

in niB reg units (basic op). 
2. Writes back OR-1 decremented (basic op). 

If fraction add is preceded by scan mode (Q): 

3. Tu~ns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F bit 
(field mark of QF) is present. It should be noted 
that during the scan mode (Q) operation, OR-1 
is decremented and may have had the address of 
the high-order QF digit stored in it on the last scan 
cycle during which the scan mode exited to frac
tion add mode. Thus an MDR Fbit being present 
when OR-1 is read out during the first trigger 11 
time, indicates that the first digit read out is the 
high-order digit of the QF field and the MDR F bit 
is the field mark of QF; Trigger 21 is used to supply 
"make-up" zeros for the remainder of the fraction 
add operation. 

4. Changes the status of the Tic trigger if the scan 
minus latch is on. The scan minus latch is used 
to preserve the sign of QF during the scan mode 
( Q) operation. 

5. Blocks the basic trigger 11 function that changes 
the status of the Tic trigger if an MDR F bit (basic 
sign function) is present (fraction add Q sign in
hibit). 

If fraction add is not preceded by scan mode (Q): 

6. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger after first cycle 
when end of QF field is reached. 

7. Changes status of Tic trigger during 1st cycle if 
QF field is negative. 

Triggers 12 and 13 (01.60.12.1 and 01.60.13.1). For other 
functions of triggers 11 and 14, and for functions of 
triggers 12, 13, 21, 23, and the auxiliary triggers asso
ciated with the basic add and subtract operations, see 
the CE Manual of Instruction (Form 227-5647). 
Function charts for the basic add, subtract, compare 
operations are on pages 11 and 12 of the Instructional 
System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

Trigger 14 (01.60.14.1). Additional floating point func
tions on last trigger 14 cycle (last add cycle): 

1. Resets PR-2 and PR-3. 
2. Turns on the high-order zero control latch if the 

high-order sum or difference digit in MDR is a 
zero. 

3. Exit to I cycle entry if: 
a. The add operation is accomplished in the true 

mode, there is no carry out from the high-order 
position and the equal/zero trigger is off. 

b. The add operation is accomplished in the com
plement mode and the high-order zero control 
latch is off (no zero in high-order position of 
the result field). 

4. Turns on the normalizing shift right latch and exits 
to exponent modify entry if the add or subtract 
operation is accomplished in the true mode and 
.there is a carry out from the high-order position. 

NOTE: The basic overflow trigger is turned on by a 
true and a carry out condition. If the O'Flowcheck 
switch is set to STOP, the computer will stop at the 
next I cycle entry time. 

5. If the add or subtract operation is complement,. 
the high-order zero control latch is on, and the 
equal/zero trigger is off: 
a. Exits to scan mode (zero). 
b. Writes back PR-2 and PR-3 bypassed to pre

serve the address of the high-order digit of the 
result field ( PF) for use by the scan mode 
(zero) operation. 

c. Turns off the decrement trigger (increment). 
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6. Exit to digit force mode and turns on the under
flow / equal zero latch if the equal/zero trigger 
is on. 

Exponent Modify Entry (01/02) 

OBJECTIVES ANn FUNCTIONS 

The exponent modify entry function is a control and 
address set up operation to prepare for the exponent 
modify operation that follows. The address in OR-5 is 
transferred into OR-2 and OR-3 bypassed. OR-2, OR-3, 
and OR-5 then contain the address of the units position 
of the result exponent (PE). The high/plus, equal/zero, 
and 1st cycle triggers are turned on as in a basic add 
operation E cycle entry because the exponent modify 
operation is essentially an add or subtract operation in
volVing the result exponent (PE). 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Entry Latch (01.66.80.1). 
1. Turned on by an exit from: 

a. A fraction add operation when a carry out re
sults from the addition or subtraction of the 
high-order PF and QF digits in the true mode. 

b. A zero fill operation when the high-order zero 
control latch is on. 

2. Turns off the fraction add mode latch. 
3. Provides gates for accomplishing various functions 

during trigger 24 and 25 time. 
4. Turns on trigger 25. 
5. Turned off by the exponent modify mode latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-5 into MAR (PE units). 
2. Resets (clears) OR-I, OR-2, and OR-3. 
3. Writes from MAR into OR-2, OR-3, and OR-5 

bypassed. 
4. Causes a change mode function which 

a. Forces an I cycle reset. 
b. Turns on the T / C trigger ( true) . 
c. Turns on the E cycle entry trigger. 
d. Turns off the zero fill mode latch. 

5. Turns on the high/plus auxiliary latch if the basic 
high/plus trigger is on. The sign of PF is preserved 
in the auxiliary latch. The basic high/plus trigger 
is thereby freed for use during the exponent modi
fy mode operation. 

6. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Blocks MAR reset to prevent a VRC error. 
2. Turns on the high/plus trigger. 
3. Turns on the equal/zero trigger. 
4. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
5. Exits to exponent modify mode by turning on the 

exponent modify mode latch. 
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Exponent Modify Mode (01/02) 

The exponent modify mode is entered from the expo
nent modify entry operation. The exponent modify 
operation is essentially a basic 1620 add or subtract 
operation wherein the result exponent (PE) has a one 
added in the case of a normalizing shift right; in the case 
of a normaliZing shift left, a number is subtracted from 
the result exponent (PE) equal to the number of left 
shifts, per CR-l, required to place a significant digit 
in the high-order position of the result fraction field (PE). 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Add one to the result exponent (PE) if a normaliz
ing shift right is required as indicated by a carry 
out from a fraction add or subtract operation 
accomplished in the true mode. 

2. Subtract the contents of CR-l from the result ex
ponent (PE), if a normalizing shift left operation 
was performed previously. 

3. Exit to exponent modify exit. 

FUNCTIONS 

The add or subtract functions are carried out by triggers 
21, 12, 13, 14, and the recomplement triggers, if re
quired. Note that trigger 21 is used in place of trigger 
11. Normally, eight memory cycles, four per digit, are 
required to modify the result exponent. Eight more 
memory cycles are required if a recomplement oper
ation is required. 

For a normaliZing shift right operation, a one is 
placed in the niB reg units on the first cycle for addi
tion to the units position of PE per OR-2. On the second 
cycle, a C bit (zero) is set in the niB reg units for addi
tion to the tens position of PE. Any carries generated 
during the first add cycle are added to PE tens position 
on the second add cycle. If a carry out occurs on the 
second add cycle, the overflow lunderflow latch is 
turned on to Signal that the result exponent (PE) ex
ceeds +99. 

For a normalizing shift left operation, CR~1 is read 
out to MAR and the digit in MAR units is gated to the 
niB reg units on the first cycle for subtraction from the 
units position of PE per OR-2. CR-l is written back by
passed to retain the same value for use on the second 
cycle. On the second cycle, CR-l is read out to MAR 
and the digit in MAR tens is gated to the niB reg units 
for subtraction from the tens position of PE per OR-2. 
If subtracting the contents of CR-l from PE results in 
an exponent of less than -99, the overflow lunderflow 
and underflow I equal zero latches are turned on to sig
nal an underflow condition. Note that subtracting CR-l 
from a minus signed result exponent will cause a true 
operation, that is, the two minus figures are added with
out complementing. Therefore, if the addition of CR-l 



and PE exceeds -99, a carry out in the true mode turns 
on the overflow/underflow and underflow/equal zero 
latches. The high/plus trigger is off because of the 
minus exponent. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Mode Latch (01.66.80.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the exponent 

modify entry mode operation. 
2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns off trigger 11. 
4. Blocks trigger 11 being turned on by trigger 14. 
5. Turns on trigger 21. 
6. Turned off by the exponent modify exit latch. 

Trigger 21 (01.60.31.1). For a normalizing shift right 
opemtion (high-order zero control latch off and nor
malizing shift right latch on). 

First cycle: 

1. Resets D/B reg units. 
2. Turns on the 1 bit latch in D/B reg units (set 1 

bit). 

Second cycle: 

3. Resets D/B reg units. 
4. Turns on C bit latch in D/B reg units (set C bit). 
5. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger to force an 

"end of field" indication. 
For a normaliZing shift left operation (high

order zero control latch on and normaliZing shift 
right latch off). 

First cycle: 

6. Resets D/B reg units. 
7. Forces a reset of MAR (trigger 21 basic func

tion). 
8. Reads CR-l into MAR. 
9. Turns off T/C trigger (complement). 

10. Transfers (gates) MAR units to D/B reg units. 
11. Writes back CR-l bypassed. 

Second cycle: 

12. Resets D/B reg units. 
13. Forces a reset of MAR. 
14. Reads CR-l into MAR. 
15. Transfers (gates) MAR tens to D/B reg units. 
16. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger. 
17. Writes back CR-l bypassed. 
18. Turns on trigger 12. . 

1!0r the functions of triggers 12, 13 and other 
functions of trigger 14, the recomplement triggers, 
if needed, and the auxiliary triggers associated with 
a basic add or subtract operation, see the Manual 

of Instruction (Form 227-5647). For Function 
charts of the basic operations, see the Instructional 
System Diagrams (Form 227-5631). 

Trigger 14 (01.60.14.1). For last add cycle: 
1. Exits to exponent modify exit by turning on the 

exponent modify exit latch. 
2. Turns on the overflow/underflow latch if the 

operation is in the true mode, a carry out occurs 
(PE> +99), and the high/plus trigger is on 
(plus exponent). 

3. Turns on the overflow/underflow and under
flow / equal zero latches if the operation is in 
the true mode, a carry out occurs (PE<-99), 
and the high plus trigger is off (minus expo
nent). 

Exponent Modify Exit (01/02) 

OBJECTIVES 

The exponent modify exit function is a control and 
address set up operation which prepares for the shift 
mode (right and I fill) function that follows and also 
determines which function is to follow. The follOWing 
function can be ~ digit force mode operation, a shift 
mode (right and 1 fill) operation or an exit to I cycle 
entry. 

FUNCTIONS 

The address in OR-2 is placed in PR-3 bypassed. PR-3 
then contains the address of the units digit of PF. The 
address in OR-2 is placed in PR-2 decremented. PR-2 
then contains the address of the tens digit of PF. The 
operation then exits to the function determined by the 
status of the overflow/underflow, underflow/equal 
zero, and normalizing shift right latches. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Exponent Modify Exit Latch (01.66.81.1). 
1. Turned on during trigger 14 time of the last expo

nent modify cycle (last add cycle). 
2. Turns off the exponent modify mode latch. 
3. Provides gates for various functions during trigger 

24 and 25 time. 
4. Turns on trigger 24. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads OR-2 into MAR (PF units). 
2. Writes back OR-2 bypassed. 
3. Writes into PR-3 from MAR, bypassed (PF units). 
4. Turns off the high/plus trigger. 
5. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
6. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
7. Turns on trigger 25. 
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Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 

1. Reads OR-2 into MAR (PF units). 
2. Writes into PR-2 from MAR decremented. This 

places the address of the tens position of PF in 
PR-2 for use in the shift mode (right and 1 611) 
operation. 

3. Turns on the high/plus trigger if the high/plus 
auxiliary latch is on. The sign of PF was saved in 
the high/plus auxiliary latch during the exponent 
modify entry operation. 

For a normalizing shift right operation: 

4. Exits to shift mode (right and 1 611) if neither the 
overflow /underflow nor the underflow/equal zero 
latch is on and the normalizing shift right latch 
is on. 

5. Exits to digit force mode if either the over
flow /underflow or the underflow / equal zero latch 
is on. 

For a normalizing shift left operation: 

6. Exits to I cycle entry if neither the overflow /under
flow or the underflow/equal zero latch is on and 
the normalizing shift right latch is off. 

7.~e as item 5. 

Sh'ift Mode (Right and l' Fill) 

OB]ECITVES 

l. Shift the PF one position to the right. 
2. Place a 1. in the high-order position of the PF 6eld. 

'.''-'-.~~ .. 

FUNCTIONS 

This is essentially a transmit 6eld operation in which 
the tens position digit in the PF field per PR-2 is trans
mitted to the units position of the PF field, the hundreds 
position digit is transmitted to the tens position just 
vacated, etc., until the end of the field is reached. When 
the original high-order position digit is transmitted, 
the field mark flag bit is removed. A 1. (for the carry) 
is forced into the high-order position vacated on the 
previous digit transrpission cycle. The operation exits 
to I cycle entry following the I force operation. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Entry Latch (01.66.50.1). 

l. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the exponent 
modify exit operation. 

2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turns on the shift mode latch. 

6. Turned off by trigger 24. 
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Shift Mode Latch (01.66.50.1). 

l. Provides gates for performing various functions 
during triggers 24 and 25 time. 

2. Turns on trigger 24. 
3. Turned off by FP reset. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 

l. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and stores the digit 
inMDR. 

2. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F bit 
is present. Notice that PF could be a two digit field. 

3. Turns off field mark no. 1 trigger if the force flag 
one latch is on. 

4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 

l. Blocks the reset of MBR (Read Y). 

2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the odd 
or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), de
pending on whether the PR-3 address is odd or 
even, to clear the memory location. 

3. On first cycle set or reset the F bit latch in MDR 
(set flag - clear flag) depends upon the status 
of the high/plus trigger, for sign designation of PF. 

4. Clears (resets) an MDR F bit ( clear flag) on every 
cycle after the first cycle. \ 

5. Turns on the force flag one latch if field mark no. 1 
is on. 

6. Transfers the contents of MDR to MBR (Read Y) 
and writes the contents of MBR into memory per 
PR-3. 

7. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
8. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2-D3 ). 
9. If the force flag one latch is on and the field mark 

no. 1 trigger is off: 
a. Forces a reset of MDR regardless of Read Y. 
h. Turns on the 1 bit and flag bit latches in MDR. 
c. Transfers the contents of MDR to MBR (Read 

Y) and writes the contents of MBR (I) into 
memory per PR-3. 

d. Writes back PR-3 decremented. 
e. Exits to I cycle entry. 

Digit ~orce Mode 

The digit force mode is entered from a fraction add 
mode operation or an exponent modify mode exit 
operation. 

OBJECTIVES 

This mode accomplishes one of two functions depending 
upon the status of various triggers and latches when 
the mode is entered. 



1. Machine ze~o (000 - ~ - 099) is forced if: 

a. During a floating arithmetic add or subtract 
operation, the resulting sum or difference of 
the fraction is zero (underflow/equal zero latch 
on). 

b. During a floating multiply or divide operation, 
the resulting product or quotient is zero (under
flow / equal zero latch on). 

c. During add, subtract, multiply, or divide oper
ation an exponent underflow occurs (over
flow /underflow and underflow/equal zero 
latches on). 

2. Machine infinity (99 - - - - 999) is forced if: 

a. An exponent overflow occurs (PE> +99) dur
Trig the exponent add or subtract function of 
a floating multiply or divide operation. 

b. An exponent overflow occurs (PE> +99) dur
ing the exponent modify function of a floating 
add, subtract, or divide operation. 

Notice that multiply is not included in item 2b. This 
is because the exponent modify function, if required 
for a multiply operation, subtracts one from the expo
nent. Subtracting one from an exponent cannot make 
the exponent exceed +99.- Therefore, if an exponent 
overflow ,exists for a multiply operation, it will be de
tected during the exponent add operation. If, during 

,the exponent add operation, the sum of the exponents 
(PE + QE) equals exactly 100, the exponent modify 
mode will, if modification is required, subtract one, 
thereby making the exponent 99 which is valid. The 
previously detected overflow condition is ignored and 
the digit force operation is not performed. For more 
information on this oFation, see FLOATING MULTIPLY, 
EXPONENT ADD OR SUBTRACT, Trigger 14, item 5. 

FUNCTIONS 

The resulting PE and PF field is cleared and machine 
infinity or machine zero replaces the result digits. 
Notice that the PF field of machine infinity is sjgned plus 
or minus depending upon the status of the high/plus 
trigger. Machine zero always has a negative exponent 
and a positive fraction. 

The modulo 3 counter latches and circuits used dur
ing the digit force mode operation prevent the rum off 
(reset) of the 1st cycle trigger until the two exponent 
digits (PE) and the units digit of the fraction (PF) lmve 
been set to _the required value. This is primarily to 
prevent field mark no. 1 trigger from recognizing a flag 
bit other than the field mark of PF. It is possible for the 
follOwing three flag bits to be encountered before the 
field mark of PF is read out: sign of PE, field mark of PE, 
and sign of PF. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Digit Force Entry Latch (01.66.90.1). 

1. Turned on by: 
a. Trigger 14 on the last add cycle of a fraction 

add mode operation if the equal/zero trigger
is on (zero result) and it is not a true mode oper
ation with a carry out. 

b. Trigger 25 of the exponent modify exit oper
ation if the overflow/underflow or the under
flow / equal zero latch is on. 

2. Blocks the tum on of triggers II, 21, 23, and 42. 
3. Blocks the tum off (reset) of the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
5. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
6. Turns on the digit force mode latch. 

Digit Force Mode Latch (01.66.90.1). 

1. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 
24 and 25. 

2. Reads out of memory per OR-5 (PE units) and 
during: 
a. Trigger 24 time, stores the digit in MDR. 
b. Trigger 25 time, a Read Y function blocks the 

sense amplifiers, odd or even, therefore the digit 
read out of memory is lost. 

3. Writes back OR-5 bypassed during trigger 24 time 
and decremented during trigger 25 time. 

NOTE: A read and write per OR-5 occurs during 
both trigger 24 and trigger 25 time. 

4. Turns on trigger 24. 
5. Turned off by FP reset. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 

1. Reads out of memory per OR-5 (function of the 
digit force mode latch). 

2. Turns on Ll and L2 modulo counter latches. The 
ON status of the L2 modulo counter latch blocks 
the reset of the 1st cycle trigger until R3 time of 
the third trigger 25 cycle. 

3. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 

4. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR 
F bit is present during the fourth or subsequent 
trigger 24 cycles. The address in MAR on the 
fourth cycle is the address of the tens digit of PF. 

5. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
. 1. Reads out of memory per OR-5 (function of the 

digit force mode latch) with either the odd or 
even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), depending 
on whether the OR-5 address is odd or even, to 
clear the memory location. 

2. Resets MDR regardless of Read Y. 
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Forcing Machine Zero 

First trigger 25 time: 

3. Turns on the MDR F, C, B, and 1 bit latches. This 
generates a -9 (9) for the units digit of PE. 

4. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-5. 

5. Turns on the equal/zero trigger. 

Second trigger 25 time: 

6. Turns on the MDR F, C, B, and 1 bit latches. This 
generates a field mark flag 9 (9) for the tens posi
tion OfpE. 

7. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MER into memory per OR-5. 

Third and subsequent trigger 25 times: 

B. Turns on the MBR C bit latch. This generates 
zeros for the PF field. 

9. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-5. 

10. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2 time). 
11. On the last digit force cycle (field mark of PF 

reached during the previous trigger 24 time) turns 
on the MDR flag bit and C bit latches. This gen
erates a field mark zero (0) for the high-order 
position of PF. The C bit corrector will remove the 
C bit and place only the Hag bit in memory. 

12. Exit to I cycle entry. 

Forcing Machine Infinity 

First trigger 25 time: 

13. Turns on the MDR C, B, and 1 bit latches. This 
generates a + 9 for the units position of PE. 

14. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y), and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-5. 

Second trigger 25 time: 

15. Turns on the MDR F, C, 8, and 1 bit latches. This 
generates a field mark 9 (9) for the tens position 
OfpE. 

16. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y), and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-5. 

Third trigger 25 time: 

17. Turns on the MDR C, B, and 1 bit latches. This 
generates a 9 for the units position of PE. 

lB. Turns on the MDR F bit latch if the high/plus 
trigger (sign of PF) is off. This generates a flag bit 
to be added to the C, 8, and 1 bits for designating 
the sign of PF as being minus. 

19. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y), and writes the 
contents of MBR into memory per OR-5. 

20. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2 time). 
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Fourth and subsequent trigger 25 time: 

21. The remainder of the PF field is filled with 9s with 
a field mark 9 (9) placed in the high-order posi
tion of PF on the last digit force cycle. 

22. Exit to I cycle entry if field mark no. 1 is on. If the 
overflow /underflow latch is on (forcing machine 
infinity) the exponent check latch (indicator code 
15) is turned on to Signal the overflow condition 
when the exit to I cycle entry takes place. If the 
console check switch is set to STOP, the computer 
is stopped. See the Exponent overflow and under
flow latch Function chart, p. 54 (Form 227-5631). 

Scan Mode (0) 

Scan mode (0) is entered from fraction add mode when 
the operation is accomplished in the complement mode, 
the high-order zero control latch is on, and the 
equal/zero trigger is off. These conditions indicate that 
. the high-order digit of PF (and possibly others) is a 
zero (high-order zero control latch on) but that not all 
of the digits are zeros (equal/zero trigger off). 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Scan the PF field per PR-2, searching for the first 
significant digit (not a zero). 

2. Count the number of zeros encountered using 
CR-l as a counter. 

It should be noted that the CR-l counter, units and 
tens, is reset to zero by being incremented or decre
mented during the scan mode (P or Q) that precedes 
the fraction add operation. It should be further noted 
that, if during the scan mode (P or Q ), the field mark of 
PF or QF is encountered before CR-l reaches zero, the 
operation exits to I cycle entry and does not proceed 
to fraction add and scan mode (0). CR-l will then be 
reset on the first trigger 11 time of the next exponent 
add, subtract, or compare operation. 

3. Retain the sign of PF in the scan minus latch, the 
status of which is controlled by the high/plus 
trigger. If PF is positive (high/plus on) the scan 
minus latch is turned off. If PF is negative 
(high/plus off) the scan minus latch is turned on. 

4. Exit to shift mode .( left). 

FUNCTIONS 

Scan mode (0) uses triggers 24 and 25. Trigger 24 
reads out of memory per PR-2 and interrogates the 
character for a significant digit (not zero). Trigger 25 
counts, by causing CR-l to be incremented + 1 on each 
cycle, the number of characters interrogated before the 
first Significant digit is encountered. 



TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Scan Entry Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 14 of the last add cycle when 

the fraction add operation is accomplished in the 
complement mode, the equal/zero trigger is off, 
and the high-order control latch is on. 

2. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns on the scan mode latch. 

Scan Mode Latch (01.66.20.1). 
1. Turned on by the scan entry latch. 
2. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by the mode latch of the following 

operation. 

NOTE: At the same time that the scan mode entry 
latch is turned on, the decrement trigger is turned 
off (increment), and the address in MAR per OR-2 
is written into PR-2 and PR-3 incremented. Thus 
PR-2 and PR-3 contain the address of the high-order 
digit of PF at the end of trigger 14 time of the last 
add cycle. 

1. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and stores the digit 
in MDR. 

2. Turns on the scan minus latch if the high/plus 
trigger is off (negative PF). If the high/plus trig
ger is on (positive PF), the scan minus latch will be 
off at the end of trigger 24 time regardless of the 
presence of the MDR F bit (field mark of PF). 

The status of the scan minus latch is used during 
the shift left operation. 

3. Turns on the significant digit latch if the character 
in MDR is not a zero. 

4. Writes back PR-2 incremented. 
5. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 

For all cycles except last zero scan: 

1. Reads CR-1 into MAR (00000 on first cycle). 
2. Writes back CR-1 incremented. CR-1 is used as a 

counter to count the number of zeros encountered 
during the scan mode (zero) operation. The re
sulting count in CR-1 is subtracted from PE during 
the exponent modify mode. 

3. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger. 

For the Last Zero Scan cycle: 

4. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement) if 
the significant digit latch is on. 

Last Zero Scan is developed by the AND that turns 
on the decrement trigger. 

5. Reads PR-2 into MAR. 
6. Writes back PR-2 decremented. At the end of this 

cycle the address in PR-2 is the address of the first 
significant digit (not a zero) encountered during 
the scan operation. 

7. Exit to shift mode (left). 

Shift Mode (Left) Operation Codes 01/02 

Shift mode (left) is entered from the scan mode (0) 
when a significant digit is encountered (significant digit 
latch on) during the scan operation. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Starting with the first significant PF digit per PR-2, 
shift it and the remaining lower-order digits in PF 

to the high-order and subsequent lower-order 
positions of the result PF field per PR-3. 

2. Set a field mark flag bit on the first cycle. 
3. Exit to zero fill mode when the end of the PF field 

per PR-2 is reached. 

FUNCTIONS 

Starting with the first significant digit, the digits are 
read out of memory per PR-2 during trigger 24 time. 
The digits are written back into memory per PR-3 
starting with the high-order position of the result PF 

field. This read out per PR-2 and write back per PR-3 
of the PF digits accomplishes a left shift of the PF digits. 

The method by which the computer determines when 
it has reached the low-order (units) position of the PF 

field differs depending upon the sign of the PF field. The 
sign flag bit of a negative PF is used to end the shift 
operation. The field mark flag bit of the PE field is used 
to end the left shift of a positive PF. A positive PF field 
results in an extra shift cycle because the tens digit of 
the PE must be read out and interrogated for its field 
mark flag bit before the left shift is terminated. The 
details of functions for ending the shift operation in
volving positive and negative PF fields is given under 
trigger 25. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Shift Entry Latch (01.66.50.1). 
1. Turned on by trigger 25 during the last zero scan 

cycle. 
2. Turns on the decrement trigger (decrement). 
3. Turns on the 1st cycle trigger. 
4. Turns off field mark no. 1 and no. 2 triggers. 
5. Turns on the shift mode latch. 

Shift Mode Latch (01.66.50.1) 
1. Turns off the scan mode latch. 
2. Provides gates for various functions with triggers 

24 and 25. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
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Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). When the shift mode (left) is 
entered, PR-2 contains the address of the first signifi
cant digit encountered by the preceding scan oper
ation. PR-3 contains the address of the high-order 
position of PF. 
l. Reads out of memory per PR-2 and stores the digit 

in MDR. 
2. Turns off the decrement trigger (increment). 
3. Turns on field mark no. 1 trigger if an MDR F 

bit is present. It should be noted that the first sig
nificant digit encountered during the scan opera
tion could be the PF units position digit, and if the 
PF is negative a Hag bit is associated with it. There
fore field mark no. 1 trigger can be turned on dur
ing the first trigger 24 time. In this case, the units 
digit will be transmitted (left shift) to the high
order position of PF. 

4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
For a negative PF: 

l. Blocks the reset of MDR (Read Y). 
2. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the odd 

or even sense amplifiers blocked (Read Y), depend
ing on whether the PR-3 address is odd or even, 
to clear the memory location. 

3. Turns on the MDR F bit latch to set the field mark 
Hag bit for the PF on first cycle only. 

4. Clears the MDR Hag bit on all cycles after the first. 
5. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 

contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. 
6. Writes back PR-3 incremented. 
7. Turns off the 1st cycle trigger (W2-D3). 
8. Exit to zero fill mode if field mark no. 1 trigger is on. 

With a negative PF, field mark no. 1 trigger is 
turned on by the sign Hag bit of PF. The Hag bit is re
moved when the units digit is transmitted (shifted 
left). The sign Hag bit will be placed in the units posi
tion of PF by the zero fill operation that follows the 
shift (left) operation. 

For a positive PF: 

There is no Hag bit in the units position of a positively 
signed PF field. Therefore, during a left shift oper
ation there is no way for the PF field to signal the com
puter that the end of the PF field has been reached. 
However, the exponent (PE) does have a field mark 
Hag bit associated with its tens position digit. This 
tens position digit is the next digit immediately to the 
right of the units digit of the PF field. This PE field 
mark is used to control the last shift cycle. When Read 
Y is blocked, the sense amplifiers are not blocked, and 
this allows the normal write back of MBR into mem
ory per PR-3. The address in MAR is written back 
into PR-3 bypassed thus retaining the address of the 
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next digit to the right of the last digit transmitted 
(shifted left). PR-3 is used with the zero fill operation 
that follows. The operation then exits to the zero fill 
mode. Trigger 25, functions 1 through 8, given under 
negative PF apply to a positive PF with the exception 
of the last left shift cycle which is explained previ
ously in this paragraph. 

Zero Fill Mode 

Zero fill mode is entered from the shift mode left oper
ation when the required number of digits have been 
shifted. 

OBJECTIVE 
l. Place a zero (C bit) in PF locations vacated by the 

shift left operation. 
2. Place a Hag zero in the units position of the PF field, 

if the original PF field is negative. 
3. Exit to the exponent modify entry mode when all 

vacated positions are filled with zeros. 

FUNCTIONS 

The PF field is read out one digit at a time per PR-3 dur
ing trigger 24 time and interrogated for the presence 
of an MDR F bit. During trigger 25 time, the PF field 
is read out one digit at a time per PR-3, and a zero (C 
bit) is written back into memory replacing the digit. 
A Hag zero is placed in the units position of a negative 
PF field. 

TRIGGER FUNCTIONS 

Zero Fill Mode Latch (01.66.60.1). 
l. Turned on during trigger 25 time of the shift mode 

(left) operation when field mark no. 1 trigger is on. 
2. Provides gates to accomplish various functions 

during trigger 24 and 25 time. 
3. Turns on trigger 24. 
4. Turned off by trigger 24 ANDed with the exponent 

modify entry latch. 

Trigger 24 (01.68.24.1). 
l. Reads out of memory per PR-3 and stores the 

digit in MDR. At the start of this operation, PR-3 
contains the address of the next digit to the right 
of the last digit transmitted (shifted left) during 
the shift mode operation. 

2. Turns on field mark no. 2 trigger if an MDR F 
bit is present. The MDR F bit will be present 
when the tens digit of the PE is read out for a 
positive PF field. Note that the 1st cycle trigger 
is off as a result of the preceding shift mode (left) 
operation and is not turned on when entering the 
zero fill mode. Thus, if the first digit read out is 
the units digit of a negative PF, field mark no. 2 
trigger can be turned on. 



3. Writes back PR-3 bypassed to retain the address 
for use by trigger 25 in replacing the digit with a 
zero (Cbit). 

4. Turns on trigger 25. 

Trigger 25 (01.68.24.1). 
1. Reads out of memory per PR-3. 

For a negative PF result: 

2. The Read Y causes either the odd or even sense 
amplifiers to be blocked, depending upon whether 
the address in PR-3 is odd or even, to clear the 
memory address. 

3. Forces a reset of MDR regardless of Read Y. 
4. Turns on the MDR C bit latch. 
5. Turns on the MDR F bit latch for sign designation 

of PF if field mark no. 2 trigger is on. 
6. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes the 

contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. If both 
the MDR C bit and MDR F bit latches are on, 
the C bit correction circuits will strip out the C bit 
allowing only the F bit to reach MBR. 

7. Writes back PR-3 incremented. 

8. Exits to exponent modify entry mode if field mark 
no. 2 trigger is on. 

For a positive PF result: 

9. If field mark no. 2 trigger is off: 
a. Reads out of memory per PR-3 with either the 

odd or the even sense amplifiers blocked (Read 
Y), depending on whether the PR-3 address is 
odd or even, to clear the memory location. 

b. Forces a reset of MDR regardless of Read Y. 
c. Turns on the MDR C bit latch. 
d. Transfers MDR to MBR (Read Y) and writes 

the contents of MBR into memory per PR-3. 
e. Writes back PR-3 incremented. 

10. If field mark no. 2 trigger is on: 
a. Blocks: Read Y, the MDR C bit latch turn on, 

the MDR reset, and the set flag functions. 
b. Reads PR-3 into MAR. 
c. Writes back into PR-3 from MAR incremented. 
d. Exits to exponent modify mode. 

The tens position of PE is written back into memory 
per PR-3 and therefore is not lost. 
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Section 4 Floating Point Arithmetic Examples 

This section contains data flow charts and examples for 
floating point arithmetic. The examples are representa
tive of various floating point arithmetic problems and 
are intended to show the fundamental operations re
quired by various value and sign configurations of 
fractions and exponents. 

Figure 4-1 is a data flow diagram for floating multiply 
and divide. The dashed lines indicate the path ( s) taken 
by specific examples. The numbers (1, 2, etc.) inside 
the circles, or oblongs, and inserted in the dashed lines 
are keyed to the same numbered examples in the text. 

Floating Multiply Examples 

Example 1. No Exponent Modify Required 

34557 P L=3 

432 54 

690 

1035 

1380 

149040 II 

149 II 

Q L=3 

2L=6 

=6 product area positions =2L 

No exponent modify required 

Final Result 

]<;xponent Add. Add QE per OR-I to PE per OR-2, re
placing PE with the result sum. At the end of this 
operation, OR-I contains the address of QF units 
(multiplier) and OR-2, OR-3, PR-2, and PR-3 con
tain the address of PE units (multiplicand). 

Multiply Mode. Basic multiply function (PF X QF). 

l';xponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY 

ENTRY (03/09) in Section 3. 

Fxponent Modify Mode (03/09). For this example, zeros 
( C bits) are subtracted from the result exponent (PE) 

because the exponent modify required latch is off. 
Adding zeros does not alter the result exponent (PE). 

No exponent overflow occurs. 

l~xponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. Write address 99 - L into OR-I be
cause the exponent modify required latch is off. For 
details see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09) in Section 
3. 

Result Transmit. Transmit the product from the product 
area per OR-I starting with position 99 - L which is 
position 00096, the 9 in this example, and continuing 
until the field mark flag of the high-order product 
digit in the product area (I in 00094 for this example) 
stops the operation. 

Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence. 

Example 2. Exponent Modify Required 

123 52 P L = 3 

246 '04 

738 

492 

246 

'030258 56 

Q L=3 

2L=6 

=5 product area positions :;t: 2L 

(high-order zero). 

Exponent modify required (high

order zero) 

302 AS Final Result 

Exponent Add. Add QE per OR-I to PE per OR-2 re
plaCing PE with the result sum. At the end of this 
operation, OR-I contains the address of QF units 
(multiplier) and OR-2, OR-3, PR-2, and PR-3 contain 
the address of PF units (multiplicand). 

Multiply Mode. Basic multiply function (PFX QF). 

Turn on exponent modify required latch. 

Exponent Modify Entry. Control and address set up 
operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY ENTRY 

(03/09) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). Subtract "one" from 
the result exponent (PE) because the exponent modify 
required latch is on. No exponent overflow occurs. 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. Write address 100 - Lin OR-I because 
the exponent modify required latch is on. For details 
see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09) in Section 3. 

Result Transmit. Transmit the product from the product 
area per OR-I to the result fraction (PF) address per 
OR-2, starting with position 100 - L which is posi
tion 00097, the 2 in this example, and continuing 
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lDO-L In PR2 

Figure 4-1. Data Flow - Multiply and Divide 
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until the field mark flag bit of the high-order product 
digit in the product area (3' in 00095 for this example) 
stops the operation. It should be noted that a field 
mark flag bit isylaced with the zero(O) next left of 
the flag three (3). Because the first flag encountered 
stops the operation, the second flag has no effect but 
does remain in the product area. 

Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence. 

Example 3. 

345 43 

432 64 

690 '07 

1035 

1380 

149040 '07 

999 99 

Digit Force - Machine Infinity 

p 

Q 

co = Exponent overflow 

L=3 

L=3 

2L=6 

=6 product area positions =2L 

No exponent modify required 

Final Result 

Exponent Add. Add QE per OR-l to PE per OR-2, re
plaCing PE with the result sum. At the end of this 
operation, OR-l contains the address of QF units 
(multiplier) and OR-2, OR-3, PR-2, and PR-3 con
tain the address of PF units (multiplicand). The over
flow /underflow latch is turned on to indicate the 
exponent overflow. 

Multiply Mode. Basic multiply function (PF X QF). 

l';xponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY 

ENTRY (03/09) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). For this example, zeros 
( C bits) are subtracted from the result exponent (PE) 

because the exponent modify required latch is off. 
Adding zeros does not alter the result exponent (PE). 

No exponent overflow occurs during the exponent 
modify mode. 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. Write address 99 - L into OR-1 be
cause the exponent modify required latch is off. For 
details see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09) in Sec
tion 3. 

Digit Force Mode. Force machine infinity (999 99) 
because of the exponent overflow detected during the 
exponent add operation. 

Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence. 

Example 4. Exponent Overflow - Modify PE to 99 

123 38 

246 62 

738 00 

492 

246 

030258 00 

302 99 

P L=3 

Q L=3 

2L=6 

Overflow/underflow latch and 

overflow correct latch turned on 

"1 during exponent add because of 

l the carry out from exponent add. 

=5 product area positions ~2L 

Exponent modify required 

(high-order zero ) 

Final Result 

Exponent Add. Add QE per OR-1 to PE per OR-2, re
placing PE with the result sum (00 in this example). 
The overflow/underflow latch is turned on because 
of the carry out. The overflow correct latch is turned 
on because the sum is exactly 100 and its sign is posi
tive (high/plus on). 

Multiply Mode. Basic multiply function (PF X QF). 

Exponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY 

ENTRY (03/09) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). For this example, a 
one is subtracted from the result exponent (PE = (0) 
because the exponent modify required latch is on. 
The exponent thus becomes 99 (100 - 1 = 99) 
which is a valid exponent, and the overflow /under
flow latch is turned off (see the exponent overflow 
and underflow latch Function chart p. 54 of Form 
227-5631 ). 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. Write address 100 - Lin OR-1 because 
the exponent modify required latch is on. For details 
see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09) in Section 3. 

Result Transmit. Transmit the product from the product 
area per OR-1 to the result fraction (PF) address per 
OR-2, starting with position 100 - L which is posi
tion 00097, the 2 in this example, and continuing until 
the field mark flag bit of the high-order product digit 
in the product area (3 in 00095 for this example) 
stops the operation. 

Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence. 
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Example 5. Special Case 999 X 199 

999 151 P 

199 01 Q 
8991 

8991 

999 

198801 02 

198 02 Final Result 

00000000 

__ .....:8=1 9X 9 

00081 

81 9 X 9 ----
000891 

_---"8...;..1_ 9 X 9 
0008991 

__ .-:8;.;;1;... 9 X 9 

0009801 

81 

00017901 

81 

00098901 

09 

00099801 

09 
Note the 000108801 

9X9 

9X9 

1 X 9 

1X9 

L=3 

L=3 

2L=6 

--"-carry ---1--:: 09 
198801 

1 X 9 Last Multiply Cycle 
Product 

This zero is in 

D/B reg units 

during trigger 
38 time 

Exponent Add. Add QE per OR-l to PE per OR-2 re
placing PE with the result sum. At the end of this oper
ation OR-l contains the address of QF units (multi
plier) and OR-2, OR-3, PR-2, and PR-3 contain the 
address of PF units (multiplicand). 

Multiply Mode. These particular operands cause an 09 
to be read out (of the multiply table) and set in D/B 

reg tens and units during trigger 35 time of the last 
multiply cycle. Trigger 37 resets D/B reg units and 
transfers D/B reg tens to D/B reg units. This zero in 
D/B reg units during trigger 38 time satisfies the con
ditions necessary for turning on the exponent modify 
required latch and for setting a field mark flag bit 
with the digit that is immediately right of the high
order position of the product. However, during the 
previous trigger 40 time, a carry was developed so 
that a one was placed in the high-order position of 
the product. During the next trigger 41 time, a field 
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mark flag bit is set in the high-order position of the 
product. There are now two field mark flag bits in 
the product, one with· the high-order digit and one 
with the digit immediately to the right of the high-

. order digit. It is necessary to do the following: 

1. Turn off the exponent modify required latch 
during the last trigger 39 time before exiting to 
the exponent modify mode to prevent changing 
the exponent PE. This is accomplished by turn
ing on the floating multiply correct flag latch 
during trigger 39 time. 

2. Clear the flag from the next to high-order posi
tion during the result transmit mode, and block 
FP exit to allow the high-order digit to be trans
ferred. 

3. Turn off the multiply correct flag latch to allow 
the normal set flag for field definition and FP 

exit to take place during the result transmit 
mode operation. 

Exponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY 

ENTRY (03/09) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). For this example, zeros 
( C bits) are subtracted from the result exponent (PE) 

because the exponent modify required latch is off 
(see item 1 under MULTIPLY MODE). Adding zeros 
does not alter the result exponent (PE). No exponent 
overflow occurs. 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. Write address 99 - L into OR-l be
cause the exponent modify required latch is off. For 
details see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT (03/09) in Sec
tion 3. 

Result Transmit. In this example, the first field mark 
flag bit encountered by trigger 26 during the transmit 
operation is associated with the digit immediately 
right of the high-order digit, and is not the actual field 
mark flag bit of the correct product. This flag is 
cleared by trigger 27 because the multiply correct 
flag latch is on. Because the floating multiply correct 
flag latch is on, the FP exit to I cycle during trigger 
27 time is blocked and trigger 26 is turned on for an 
extra transmit cycle to read out the actual high-order 
product digit with its associated field mark flag bit. 
The floating multiply correct flag latch is turned off 
during this extra trigger 26 cycle. The actual high
order digit is transmitted to the PF field per OR-2. The 
operation then exits to I cycle entry for the next oper
ation in sequence. 



floating Divide Examples 

Example 1. Exponent Modify Required 

14604 

--;.- 120 02 

121 03 

P Dividend 

Q Divisor 

Final Result 

Exponent Subtract. 04 - 02 = 02 

Fraction Compare. Compare the absolute values of PF 

and QF (PF - QF). 

146 

-120 

146 

870 

26 CO 026 

High/plus remains on 

Exponent modify required 

False Transmit. PR-2 set to 100 - L. In this example, 
100 - L = 00097. The exponent modify required 
latch is turned on because the high/plus trigger is on. 

r--...... ~ ,...--..... 
97 98 99 . 100 PR-2 

1~4~6 OR-3 

Load Dividend Entry. Control and address set up oper
ation. Transfer the address in PR-2 (100 - L = 00097) 
to OR-2 bypassed. Transfer the address in PR-3 
(PF units) to OR-I. 

Load Dividend. Basic load dividend operation, trans
mits PF per OR-l to the product area (lOO-L = 00097) 
per OR-2. 

95 96 97 98 99 Product Area per OR-2 

1 4 6 0 0 PF per OR-1 

Divide Entry. Control and address set up operation. 
Transfer the address in PR-2 (100 - L = 00097) to 
OR-2 and OR-3 for use during the divide operation. 
Transfer the address in OR-4( QF units) to OR-l and 
PR-l for use during the divide operation. 

Divide. Basic divide operation. Start division by sub
tracting the units digit of QF per OR-l from the prod
uct area per OR-2 (100 - L = 00097). 

First divide cycle: 

95 96 97 98 99~ 

146 0 ~ 
Product Area per OR-2 

120 QF per OR-1 

026 

Last divide cycle: 

94 95 96 97 98 99 Product Area 

I 2 1 0 8 0 Quotient and Remainder 

Transfer the address in OR-2 (100 - L) to PR-l 
decremented (99 - L = 00096). 

Exponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. Transfer the address in OR-5 (PE 

units) to OR-2 and OR-3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). Add one to PE 

(02 + 01 = (3) because the exponent modify re
quired latch is on. No exponent overflow occurs. 

Exponent Modify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. The address in OR-2 at the end of the 
exponent modify mode operation is the address of 
PF units. Transfer the address in PR-l to OR-I. The 
address in PR-l (99 - L) was placed there during 
trigger 14 time of the last divide add cycle of the basic 
divide operation. OR-l is thus set for transmitting the 
units quotient digit from the product area to the PF 

field during the result transmit operation. 

Result Transmit. Transmit the quotient from the prod
uct area per OR-l to the fraction P (PF) address per 
OR-2. Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in 
sequence. 

Example 2. No Exponent Modify Required 

116 04 

--;.-120 02 

96602 

P Dividend 

Q Divisor 

Final Result 

Exponent Subtract. 04 - 02 = 02 

Fraction Compare. Compare the absolute values of PF 

and QF (PF - QF). 

116 
-120 

116 
870 

High/plus off 

No exponent modify required 

996 No CO 996 

False Transmit. PR-2 set to 100 - L. In this example 
100 - L = 00097. The exponent modify required 
latch is not turned on because the high/plus trigger 
is off. 

97 

T 
98 

4 

99 

6 

100 PR-2 

OR-3 

Load Dividend Entry. Control and address set up oper
ation. Transfer the address in PR-2 (100- L = 00097) 
to OR-2 decremented (99 - L = 00096). Transfer the 
address in PR-3 (PF units) to OR-I. 

Load Dividend. Basic load dividend operation, trans
mits PF per OR-l to the product area (99-L=00096) 
perOR-2. 

94 95 96 97 98 99 Product area per OR-2 

T 1 6 0 0 0 PF per OR-1 
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Divide Entry. Control and address set up operation. 
Transfer the address in PR-2 (100 - L = 00097) to 
OR-2 and OR-3 for use during the divide operation. 
Transfer the address in OR-4 ( QF units) to OR-l and 
PR-l for use during the divide operation. 

Divide. Basic divide operation. Start division by sub
tracting the units digit of QF per OR-l from the prod
uct area per OR-2 (100 - L = 00097). 

First divide cycle: 

94 95 96 97 98 99) 
1 1 6 0 0 ~ Product Area per OR-2 

1 2 0 QF per OR-l 

9 4 

Last divide cycle: 

94 95 96 97 98 99 :Product Area 

9 6 6 0 8 0 Quotient and Remainder 

Transfer the address in OR-2 (100 - L) to PR-l 
decremented (99 - L = 00096). 

Exponent Modify Entry (03/09). Control and address 
set up operation. Transfer the address in OR-5 (PE 

units) to OR-2 and OR-3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (03/09). The exponent is not 
altered because the exponent modify required latch 
is off. No exponent overflow occurs. 

ExponentModify Exit (03/09). Control and address set 
up operation. The address in OR-2 at the end of the 
exponent modify mode operation is the address of 
PF units. Transfer the address in PR-l to OR-I. The 
address in PR-l (99 - L) was placed there during 
trigger 14 time of the last divide add cycle of the basic 
divide operation. OR-l is thus set for use during the 
result transmit operation. 

Result Transmit. Transmit the quotient from the prod
uct area per OR-l to the PF address per OR-2. 

Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in se
quence. 

Floating Add Examples 
Figure 4-2 is a data flow diagram for floating add and 
subtract. The dashed lines indicate the path ( s) taken 
by specific examples. The numbers (1, 2, etc. ) inside the 
circles, or oblongs, and inserted in the dashed lines are 
keyed to the same numbered examples in the text. 

Examples 1 through 5 are typical problems showing 
the various data flow paths taken because of the expo
nent configuration (value and sign). 
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Examples 6 through 11 are typical problems showing 
the various data flow paths taken because of the fraction 
configuraaon (value and sign). ' 

Example 1. PE = QE/d = 0 

123 :04 P 1230 

Q g 
IvvT_Available result field 

Result 

Exponent Compare. PE = QE or d = 0, high/plus off, 
equal/ zero on (no decimal alignment needed) . 

Fraction Add. True, no carry out, equal/zero off (no 
normalizing required). Exit to I cycle entry for the 
next instruction in sequence. 

Example 2. (PE > QEI Scan Q - Fraction Add 

123 '06 P 123000 

246 '04 

125 '06 

Q 

Result 

2000 

1
12tOO -Available result field 

Exponent Compare. PE > QE, high/plus on, equal/zero 
off (QF must be shifted right to align decimals). 

Scan Mode(Q). CR-l contains the algebraic difference 
between PE and QE, a 2 in this example. The QF field 
must be shifted right two positions to align the deci
mal points. This shift is accomplished by decrement
ing OR-l the number of places indicated by CR-l (2). 
In this example, OR-l will, after the scan, contain 
the address of the 2 in QF which is added to the 3 in 
PF during fraction add. 

Fraction Add. True, no carry out, equal/zero off (no 
normalizing required). Exit to I cycle entry for the 
next instruction in sequence. 

Example 3. (PE > QEI Scan Q - FP Exit 

123 '08 P 12300000 

246 03 

123 '08 

Q 

Result 

246 

i12t-246 -Available result field 

Exponent Compare. PE > QE, high/plus on, equal/zero 
off (QF must be shifted right to align decimals). 

Scan Mode (Q). CR-l contains the algebraic difference 
between PE and QE, a 5 in this example. The QF field 
must be shifted right five positions to align the deci
mal points. The shift is started by decrementing OR-I, 
however the field mark of QF is reached prior to CR-l 
reaching zero (MAR = O/CR-l = 0). This indicates 
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that QF is shifted completely out of the available 3-
position result field and is therefore insignificant in 
relation to PF. PF and PE are declared the result and 
are left at the P address with no alteration. Exit to 
I-cycle entry for the next instruction in sequence. 

Example 4. (PE < QEI Exponent Transmit
Scan P - Fraction Add 

123 02 P 12.3 

246 04 

247 04 

Q 

Result 

2460.0 

i247E.3 
-Available result field 

Exponent Compare. PE<QE, high/plus off, equal/zero 
off (PF must be shifted right to align decimals). 

Exponent Transmit. QE is declared to be the result expo
nent, and therefore QE per OR-4 is transmitted to the 
PE field per OR-5. 

Scan Mode (P). CR-1 contains the algebraiC difference 
between PE and QE, a complement 2 (00098) in this 
example. The PF field must be shifted right two posi
tions to align the decimal points. The PF field is 
scanned by decrementing PR-2 the number of places 
indicated by CR-1 (2). In this example, PR-2 will, 
after t~e scan, contain the address of the high-order 
digit (1) of the PF. This is the addres~ of the first posi
tion to be shifted right to align the 1 in PF with the 
6 in QF. 

Shift Mode (Right). The I per PR-2 is transmitted to the 
position originally_occupied by the 3 per PR-3. The 
flag bit with the 1 stops the transmittal operation. 
PR-2 and PR-3 are decremented during the shift 
mode operation. 

Zero Fill Mode. The positions occupied by the I and 2 
in the PF field in the example must be set to zero 
because, in the transmit operations, the location from 
which digits are transmitted is not cleared during the 
transmission. PR-3 contains the address of the 2 in the 
PF field at the end of the shift mode operation and is 
used to fill in zeros until stopped by the original (I) 
field mark. 

Fraction Add. True, no carry out, equal/zero off, (no 
normalizing required). Exit to I cycle entry for the 
next instruction in sequence. 

Example 5. (PE < QEI Exponent Transmit
Scan P - FP Exit 

4.8 

123 03 P 123 

246 08 

246 08 

Q 24600000 

Result i24i0123 
-Available result field 

Exponent Compare. PE < QE, high/plus off, equal/zero 
off (PF must be shifted right to align decimals) . 

Exponent Transmit. QE is declared the result exponent 
and therefore is transmitted to the result exponent 
location (PE at the P address). The digits of QE are 
read out per OR-4 and placed in the PE location, per 
OR-5, replacing the original PE. The address of the 
units digit of QE is placed in OR-4 during the first 
trigger 11 time of the exponent compare operation. 
The address of the units digit of PE is placed in OR-5 
during the first trigger 12 time of the exponent com
pare operation. 

Scan Mode (P). CR-1 contains the algebraiC difference 
between PE and QE, a complement 5 (00095) in this 
example. The PF field must be shifted right five posi
tions to align the decimal points. The PF field is 
scanned by decrementing PR-2 the number of places 
indicated by CR-1 (5). In this example, the field mark 
flag bit of PF is encountered before CR-1 reaches zero 
(MAR = 0/CR-1 = 0). This condition indicates that 
the PF must be shifted completely out of the available 
3-position result field and is therefore insignificant in 
relation to the QF. QF is declared the result fraction 
with no alteration. QF must therefore be transmitted 
to the PF location replacing PF. Notice that QE re
placed PE during the exponent transmit operation. 
Also note that if this operation had been a code 02-
FSUB, the sign of QF would be changed during the 
result transmit mode. 

Result Transmit. Transmit QF per OR-1 to the PF address 
per OR-2. PF is destroyed during the transmit oper
ation. Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction in 
sequence. 

Example 6. No Normalizing Required 

123 04 

246 04 

369 04 

p 

Q 

Result 

Fraction Add. No normalizing required, true, no carry 
out, not equal/zero. Exit to I cycle entry for the next 
instruction in sequence. 

Example 7. Normalizing Shift Right Required-
1 Fill 

423 04 P 

745 04 Q 

CO 16804 

116 05 

Result at end of Fraction Add 

Final Result 

Normalizing shift right required: true, carry out. 



Exponent Modify Entry (01/02). Control and address 
set up operation. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY 
ENTRY (01/02) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (01/02). Add 1 to the result 
exponent. There is no carry out, therefore, there is no 
exponent overflow. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY 
MODE (01/02) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Exit (01/02). Control and address set 
up operation. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT 

in Section 3. 

Shift Mode (Shift Right and I Fill). Shift PF to the right 
one position (PR-2 to PR-3) and place a 1 (for the 
carry) in the high-order position. Exit to I cycle entry 
for the next instruction in sequence. 

Example 8. Normalizing Shift Right Required
Digit Force (00) 

423 99 P 

745 99 

CO 178 99 

999 99 

Q 
Result at end of Fraction Add 

Final Result (Machine infinity) 

Normalizing shift right required: true, carry out. 

Exponent Modify Entry (01/02). Control and address 
set up operation. See EXPONENT MODIFY ENTRY (01/02) 
in Section 3 for details. 

Exponent Modify Mode (01/02). Add 1 to the result 
exponent. Carry out occurs (99 + 1 = 100), there
fore there is an exponent overflow. The overflow /un
derflow latch is turned on. 

Exponent Modify Exit (01/02). Control and address set 
IIp operation. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT 
(01/02) in Section 3. 

Digit Force Mode ( 00 ). Starting with the units position 
of the result exponent, place 9s in both exponent posi
tions and in the three positions (for this example) of 
the result fraction field. The operation is stopped 
when the high-order position of the result fraction 
(PF) is reached. The high-order position is flagged 
for the field mark. 

NOTE: If the result fraction had been signed minus, 
a flag 9 (9) would be placed in the units position of 
the result fraction field. 

Example 9. Zero Fraction Result - Digit Force (0) 

345 04 P 

345 04 

000 04 

000 99 

Q 
Result after Fraction Add 

Final Result (Machine zero) 

Complement operation, high-order zero control on, 
equal! zero on. 

Digit Force Mode (0). Starting with the units position 
of the result exponent (PE), place a negative 9 (9) 
in the units position and a field mark 9 (9) in the tens 
position. Place zeros in all result fraction (PF) 
positions (three positions for this example) in the 
result fraction field. 

Example 10. Normalizing Shift Left - Shift Left
Zero Fill 

345 04 

321 04 

024 04 

240 03 

P 

Q 

Result after Fraction Add 

Final Result 

Normalizing shift left required: complement, high
order zero control on, equal/zero off. 

Scan Mode (Zero). Scan the result fraction field (PF) 
starting with the high-order digit per PR-2 and test 
each position for a significant digit ( other than zero). 
Count, by incrementing CR-l, the number of zeros 
( one in this example) encountered prior to reaching 
the first significant digit. At the end of the scan (first 
significant digit encountered) PR-2 contains the 
address of this first significant digit. 

Shift Mode (Left). Transmit the first significant digit 
per PR-2 to the original high-order digit position per 
PR-3. PR-3 was set to the address of the original 
high-order position digit at the end of the fraction 
add operation. 

Zero-Fill Mode. Place a zero in the position(s) vacated 
by the previous left shift operation. In the example 
given, the result fraction field contains 244 at the end 
of the left shift (transmit) operation. The 4 in the units 
position was not destroyed when it was transmitted 
to the next position to the left. At the end of the left 
shift operation PR-3 contains the address of the digit 
immediately to the right of the last digit transmitted. 
PR-3 can thus be used to set zeros in the positions to 
the right of the last digit transmitted by incrementing 
through the fraction field until stopped by a flag bit. 
For the example given, the first flag bit encountered 
will be the field mark of the result exponent (PE). 
This flagged digit is returned to memory unaltered. 

NOTE: In the case of a field signed minus, the first 
flag encountered is the sign flag of the result fraction 
(PF ). For details of this operation see the detailed 
writeup for Zero Fill Mode under FLOATING ADD OR 
SUBTRACT. 
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Exponent Modify Entry (01/02). C()ntrol and address 
set up operation. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY 

ENTRY (01/02) in Section 3. 

Exponent Modify Mode (01/02). Subtract the contents 
of CR-1 from the result exponent (PE). In the ex
ample, CR-1 contains a one because, during the scan 
zero, just one zero was counted prior to encountering 
t~e fir~t silQlificant digit. No underflow occurs 
(04-01=03). 

Exponent Modify Exit (01/02). Control and address 
set up operation. For details see EXPONENT MODIFY 

EXIT. Exit to I cycle entry for the next instruction 
in sequence. 

Example 11. Normalizing Shift Left - Exp O'Flo
Digit Force (0) 

4.10 

345 99 P 

32199 

024 99 
240 00 
000 99 

Q 
Result after Fraction Add 

Result after Exponent Modify 

Final Result (Machine zero). 

This example has the same functions as example 10 
until it reaches the exponent modify mode. 

Exponent Modify Mode (01/02). Subtract the contents 
of CR-1 from the result exponent (PE). In the ex
ample, CR-1 contains a 1 because, during scan zero, 
just one zero was counted prior to encountering the 
first significant digit. An underflow occurs 

[(-99) - (+01) = -100] 

The overflow/underflow and underflow/equal zero 
latches are turned on. 

Exponent Modify Exit (01/02). Control and address set 
up operation. For details, see EXPONENT MODIFY EXIT 

(01/02) in Section 3. 

Digit Force Mode. Starting with the units positi~n of 
the result exponent (PE), place a negative 9 (9) in 
the units position and a field mark 9 (9) in the tens 
position. Place zeros in the result fraction (PF) posi
tions (three positions for this example). Exit to I 
cycle for the next instruction in sequence. 



Section 5 Appendixes 

Appendix A 

Auxiliary CE Console Keyed to Function Charts and System Diagrams 

72 
66 67 

45 47 46 48 49 63 50 51 52 53 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Exp Scan Exp Shift Zero Result Frac Exp Mod Exp Exp Mod 
Add Xmit Fill Exmit Add Entry Modify Exit 

01.66.10.1 01.66.20.1 01.66.30.1 01.66.50.1 01.66.60.1 01.66.40.1 01.66.70.1 01.66.80.1 01.66.80.1 01.66.81.1 

A 

66 
58 59 60 61 61 62 62 55 65 50 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mult Frac False Load Dvd Load Div Div Digit Shift Hi Order 

Comp Xmit Entry Dvd Entry Force Ops Ent Zero Ctrl 
01.67.00.1 01.67.10.1 01.67.20.1 01.67.30.1 01.67.30.1 01.67.40.1 01.67.40.1 01.66.90.1 01.67.50.1 01.68.40.1 

A 
71 

60 66 
50 58 45 47 47 47 56 56 51 47 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Norm Sft Exp Mod Ctr Scan Sig Scan Mod 3 Mod 3 Hi Plus Scan Q 

Right. Reqd Corrpl Q Digit Minus Ctrl L1 Ctrl L2 Aux Exit 
01.68.42.1 01.68.44.1 01.66.25.1 01.66.21.01 01.66.23.1 01.66.24.01 01.68.10.1 01.68.10.1 01.66.83.1 01.66.24.1 

The lamps above A-A are associated with Mode latches 
The lamps below A-A are associated with Auxilliary latches 
The numbers above the lamps indicate function chart page numbers (Form 227-5631) on which the latch is shown 
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Appendix 8 

Floating Point Latches 

Latch Name or Number Syst Diagram Function Chart 
See Syst Diag 01 .05.60.1 Page /I Page /I 
(Form 227-5631) (Form 227-563 I) (Form 227-5631) 

Counter Comp (Complement) 01.66.25.1 * 45 
D > 99 01.66.19.1 45 
Digit Force Entry 01.66.90.1 53,55 
Digit Force Mode 01.66.90. I * 55 
Divide Ent~ 01.67.40.1 * 62 
Divide Mo e 01.67.40.1 * 62 
Exponent Add Mode 01.66.10. I * 45 
Exponent Check 01.68.90. I of 54 
Exponent Modify Entry 01.66.80.1 * 51 
Exponent Modify Exit 01.66.81. I * 53 
Exponent Modify Mode 01.66.80. I * 52 
Exponent Modify Required 01.68.44. I * 58,60 
Exponent Xmit Entry 01.66.30. I 46 
Ex~onent Xmit Mode 01.66.30.1 * 46 
Fa se Xmi t Mode 01.67.20. I * 60 
F Mul Correct Flag 01.45.50. I 58 
Force Flag One 01.66.51. I 48 
FP Exit 01.67.90.1 of 48,49,50,53,55,63 

68,69 
Frac Add Entry 01.66.70.1 50 
Frac Add Mode 01.66.70.1 * 50 
Frac Compare Entry 01.67.10. I 59 
Frac Compare Mode 01.67.10.1 * 59 
Hi Order Zero Ctrl 01.68.40.1 * 50,66 
Hi Plus (H/P) Aux 01.66.83. I * 51 
Load Dvd Entry 01.67.30.1 * 61 
Load Dvd Mode 01.67.30.1 * 61 
Modulo 3Ctr. 11 & L2 01.68.10.1 * 56 
Modulo 3 Ctr. L3 01.68.10. I 
Mult Mode 01.67.00. I * 58 
Mult Mode Entry 01.67.00.1 58 
Norm Sft Right 01.68.42. I * 50 
O'flo Correct 01.66.83. I 54 
Overflow/Underflow 01.68.85.1 54 
Result Xmit Mode 01.66.40.1 * 63 
Scan Entry 01.66.20.1 47,66 
Scan Minus 01.66.24.1 * 47,66,71 
Scan Mode 01.66.20.1 * 47,66 
Scan Q 01.66.21.1 * 47 
Scan Q Exit 01.66.24.1 * 47 
Shift Entry 01.66.50. I 48,66,71 
Shift Mode 01.66.50. I * 48,67,72 
Shift Ops Entry 01.67.50. I * 65 
Sig Digit 01.66.23.1 * 47 
Triggers 15 & 16 01.60.45.1 of 69 
T ri ggers 24 & 25 01.68.24.1 '" 

46,47,48,49,51,53 
55,60,61,62,65,66, 
67,71,72 

Triggers 26 & 27 01.60.57.1 + 63,68,69 
Underflow/Equal Zero 01.68.85. I 'l' 54 
Zero Fill Mode 01.66.60.1 + 49 

* Light on Auxilliary Console 

'" Light on Basic Console 
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